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Design and development of a self-powered electrochromic biosensor
Current trends in analytical chemistry aim at developing simpler and more affordable sensing devices. Electrochromic materials enable the fabrication of electrochemical sensors that exploit colour changes as a means to reduce instrumentation requirements. Although many chemical compounds used in electroanalysis exhibit electrochromic properties, the inclusion of these materials in the construction of electrochromic analytical sensors has begun to emerge only recently.

This thesis focuses on the development of a new type of analytical devices relying on the use of electrochromic materials, reducing to a minimum the required components, and removing the need for silicon-based electronics.

First, the working principle of self-powered electrochromic sensors is presented, demonstrating how with the appropriate geometry it is possible to obtain a sensing platform capable of providing a quantitative readout of the analyte concentration. The experimental data obtained are combined with the use of numerical simulations to develop a mathematical model that helps to have a further understanding of the behaviour of the device. Moreover, these simulations were used as a design tool to improve the performance of future electrochromic devices.

New materials in the form of screen-printing pastes have also been formulated to substitute certain components of the device such as the electrochromic material or the electrolyte. These materials were used in the last part of the thesis to manufacture a fully printed electrochromic sensor able to provide quantitative results without the aid of an external signaling device.
Design and development of a self-powered electrochromic biosensor
Motivation and objectives

The objective of this thesis is the design and fabrication of a self-powered electrochemical biosensor relying on the use of an electrochromic material. The advantage of using self-powered biosensors compared to other conventional electroanalytical devices is that the energy to power the system is harvested directly from the sample, removing the need for external power sources, which simplifies their miniaturization. This is achieved by integrating the power source and the sensing function into one component, instead of the traditional heterogeneous integration of most common analytical devices (Figure 1A). However, self-powered sensors still require the use of an external signaling device powered by the sensor itself. Because of this, current approaches aim at increasing the typically low energy output generated by these cells to either power electronics that actuate on a display (Figure 1B), or to directly actuate on the display (Figure 1C).

The approach demonstrated in this thesis relies on the integration of the three necessary components/functions of any analytical device, namely sensing, power generation, and information display under the same electrochemical cell (Figure 1D), so that power is no longer a limiting factor. This is achieved by modifying one of the electrodes of the cell with an electrochromic material that not only acts as a power source but it also serves as a display. Although the use of electrochromic materials in the fabrication of sensing devices has been previously reported, and particularly during the past few years, all of the described systems rely on the use of external colour readers to quantify the colour conversion of the electrochromic material to relate it with the amount of analyte present in the sample. This thesis describes how, with the appropriate materials and configuration, it is possible to turn the electric current generated by the biosensor into quantitative information in the form of a progressive discolouration of the electrochromic display.

With this approach the need for any additional electronic equipment is completely removed, which opens the door for mass production of analytical devices using printing technologies, drastically reducing the manufacturing costs.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the different components in analytical devices. (A) Heterogeneous integration of discrete components. (B)-(C) Power source and sensing functions integrated in the same component. (D) All functions integrated in one single component.
## Abbreviations and symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>Antimony tin oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPE</td>
<td>Bipolar electrode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DET</td>
<td>Direct electron transfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIM-Tf</td>
<td>1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>Finite element method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO</td>
<td>Fluorine tin oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAc</td>
<td>Gluconic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOx</td>
<td>Glucose oxidase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>Indium tin oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>Micro electromechanical systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Methylene green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Methyl viologen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO</td>
<td>Nickel oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCV</td>
<td>Open circuit voltage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Os-PVI(_{15})</td>
<td>[Os(4,4’-dimethyl-2,2’-bipyridine)<em>2(poly-vinylimidazole)(</em>{15})Cl]^+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANI</td>
<td>Polyaniline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Prussian Blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE</td>
<td>Partial differential equations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEC</td>
<td>Photoelectrochemical cell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEGDGE</td>
<td>Poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMS</td>
<td>Phenazine methosulfate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC</td>
<td>Point-of-care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy</td>
<td>Polypyrrole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>Pressure sensitive adhesive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF-HFP</td>
<td>Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVI</td>
<td>Poly(1-vinylimidazole)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW</td>
<td>Prussian White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPE</td>
<td>Screen-printed electrode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMPD</td>
<td>N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-p-Phenylenediamine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Uric acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAB</td>
<td>Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO₃</td>
<td>Tungsten trioxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This chapter presents the background behind the experimental work carried out in this thesis. First, a brief introduction to the field of electrochemistry is given, including the electrochemical techniques employed. A brief introduction to electrochemical biosensors is provided which focuses on enzymatic biosensors and their application in the field of self-powered devices. The chapter closes with an overview of electrochromic systems and their emerging applications in electroanalysis.
1.1 Electrochemistry fundamentals

Electrochemistry studies charge transfer processes at the interface between two phases. The most common case is the solid-liquid interface, formed by a solid electronic conductor (electrode) and an ionic conductor in solution (electrolyte). However, it is possible to find other interfaces such as liquid-liquid or gas-solid at which electrochemical processes occur. The charge transfer process can be either spontaneous or deliberately generated to bring about a chemical reaction in the interface. Redox processes occurring at an electrode-solution interface are generally expressed as:

\[
\text{Ox}(aq) + e^{-}(m) \rightleftharpoons \text{Red}(aq)
\]  

(1.1)

where the subscript \( m \) represents the metal electrode, and \( \text{Ox} \) and \( \text{Red} \) represent the two oxidation states of an electroactive species. The concentrations of both species in equilibrium are related to the electrode potential, \( E \), by the Nernst equation:

\[
E = E^{0'} + \frac{RT}{F} \ln \left( \frac{[\text{Ox}]}{[\text{Red}]} \right)
\]  

(1.2)

where \( E^{0'} \) represents the formal potential of the redox couple, that includes the standard potential, \( E^{0} \), plus the effects of ionic strength and parallel reactions of the species involved in the electrochemical process. \( R \) is the gas ideal constant (8.314 \( \text{J} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \)), \( T \) is the absolute temperature (\( K \)), and \( F \) is the Faraday constant (96485 \( \text{C} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \)). The electrode potential can be externally controlled by a power supply, which modifies the equilibrium in equation 1.1 and creates a flow of electrons between the electrode and the electroactive species in the solution. As described below, if the electrode potential is lower than the formal potential of the redox couple, then electrons flow from the electrode towards the solution, causing the reduction of the electroactive species. This electrode is termed “cathode”. On the other hand, an oxidation would take place if the applied potential is higher than the formal potential, and the electrode is then termed “anode”.

The overall process of electron transfer between the solution and the electrode is rather complex, and may be controlled by the rate of one of the following four different processes: mass transport from the solution to the surface of the electrode and vice versa, electron transfer at the surface of the electrode, surface reactions at the electrode, and coupled chemical reactions of the electroactive species (Figure 1.1).

Because of their relevance to this thesis, electron transfer and mass transport phenomena will be further described in the following sections.

1.1.1 Electrode kinetics

Electrode potential determines whether a particular electrode reaction takes place or not. Moreover, the rate of that reaction depends on the magnitude of that potential. For this, it
is necessary to develop a mathematical model that accounts for that potential-dependence of the reaction rate. Consider the usual redox system:

\[ \text{Ox} + e^- \xrightleftharpoons{k_{\text{red}}}{k_{\text{ox}}} \text{Red} \]  \hfill (1.3)

where \( k_{\text{red}} \) and \( k_{\text{ox}} \) are the rate constants for the reduction and the oxidation process, respectively. The rate of both forward and backward reactions can be written as follows:

\[ \nu_{\text{red}} = k_{\text{red}}C_{\text{Ox}} \]  \hfill (1.4)

\[ \nu_{\text{ox}} = k_{\text{ox}}C_{\text{Red}} \]  \hfill (1.5)

so the net reaction rate is:

\[ \nu = k_{\text{red}}C_{\text{Ox}} - k_{\text{ox}}C_{\text{Red}} \]  \hfill (1.6)

In combination with Faraday's laws,\(^1\) the general expression for the reaction rate is then obtained:

\[ i = i_{\text{red}} - i_{\text{ox}} = nFA\left( k_{\text{red}}[\text{Ox}]_0 - k_{\text{ox}}[\text{Red}]_0 \right) \]  \hfill (1.7)

where \( A \) represents the area of the electrode, \( n \) the number of electrons involved in the redox process, and the subscripts \( 0 \) next to the concentration terms refer to the concentration of \( \text{Red} \) and \( \text{Ox} \) at the electrode surface.

It has been experimentally observed that the electric potential of the electrode affects considerably the rate of the chemical reactions taking place on its surface. Figure 1.2
Figure 1.2: Diagrams showing the free energy evolution in an electrochemical process at three different applied potentials. (A) Electrode potential at equilibrium. (B) Electrode potential more negative than equilibrium value. (C) Electrode potential more positive than equilibrium value.

shows three free energy diagrams for an electrochemical process, which have a certain potential-dependent energy barrier. Taking into account the Arrhenius equation for rate constants:

$$k = A \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta G}{RT} \right)$$

where $R$ is the universal gas constant, $T$ the absolute temperature, and $A$ the frequency factor of collisions of the reacting species in solution with the electrode surface, it is shown that the electron transfer rate constant depends on the electric potential. When the electric potential is changed, the free energy in the curves in Figure 1.2 also changes, as follows:

$$\Delta G_{\text{red}}^{\pm} = \Delta G_{\text{red},0}^{\pm} + \alpha F(E - E^0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.9)$$

$$\Delta G_{\text{ox}}^{\pm} = \Delta G_{\text{ox},0}^{\pm} - (1 - \alpha) F(E - E^0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.10)$$

where $0 < \alpha < 1$. $\alpha$ represents the charge transfer coefficient for the electrochemical process, and it is usually assumed to be 0.5, which means that the transition state is placed exactly mid-way between reactants and products.$^{1,6,7}$ Substituting these expressions in the Arrhenius equation leads to a relation between the applied potential $E$ and the electron transfer rate constant $k$ for each species:

$$k_{\text{red}} = A_{\text{red}} \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta G_{\text{red},0}^{\pm}}{RT} \right) \exp \left[ -\frac{\alpha F}{RT}(E - E^0) \right]$$

$$k_{\text{ox}} = A_{\text{ox}} \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta G_{\text{ox},0}^{\pm}}{RT} \right) \exp \left[ (1 - \alpha) \frac{F}{RT}(E - E^0) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.11)$$

where $A$ represents probabilistic factors describing the frequency of the collisions of the reacting species in solution with the electrode.$^{8}$

A valid kinetic model must also apply at any given experimental conditions, that also includes the equilibrium situation where the concentration of both electroactive species $Ox$ and $Red$ is equal, and thus $E = E^0$. In this situation, both anodic and cathodic currents are compensated, given a net current flux of zero, and from equation 1.7 it is obtained
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that $k_{\text{red}} = k_{\text{ox}}$. This value of the rate constant, which is independent from the potential, is called the standard rate constant, $k^0$, and allows the simplification of rate constant equations:

$$
\begin{align*}
    k_{\text{red}} &= k^0 \exp \left[ -\alpha f (E - E^0') \right] \\
    k_{\text{ox}} &= k^0 \exp \left[ (1 - \alpha) f (E - E^0') \right]
\end{align*}
$$

(1.12)

where $f = F/RT$. Combining these expressions with equation 1.7, leads to the Butler-Volmer equation:

$$
i = FAK^0 \left( [\text{Ox}]_0 \exp \left[ -\alpha f (E - E^0') \right] - [\text{Red}]_0 \exp \left[ (1 - \alpha) f (E - E^0') \right] \right)
$$

(1.13)

which relates the electrochemical potential with the electric current flowing through the system.

This kinetic model tells us that the electron transfer rate constant not only depends on the applied electrode potential but that this dependence is exponential, which implies that the electric current should always increase exponentially with the applied potential. This is not the case in actual electrochemical experiments as mass transport effects limit the kinetic predictions of the Butler-Volmer model, as shown in following sections.

The Butler-Volmer model applies only at a macroscopic scale. Marcus’ model, later extended by Hush, supersedes this with a microscopic model that separates the total Gibbs energy of activation into two terms:

$$
\Delta G^\neq = \Delta G_i^\neq + \Delta G_0^\neq = \frac{1}{4} (\lambda_i + \delta_0)
$$

(1.14)

where $\Delta G_i^\neq$ represents the activation energy related to the bond length and angle changes in the electroactive molecule in the transition state during the electron transfer, and $\Delta G_0^\neq$ the activation energy related to the rearrangement of the solvent molecules around the transition state.

For the work carried out in this thesis, the microscopic model was not used, and electron transfer in the electrochemical reactions considered has been treated according to the Butler-Volmer model only.

1.1.2 Mass transport

When electron transfer is sufficiently fast, mass transport usually becomes rate limiting.

There are three main modes of mass transport, namely diffusion, migration, and convection; so the net current density of a mass transport controlled process can be described by:

$$
J_{\text{mass transport}} = J_{\text{diffusion}} + J_{\text{migration}} + J_{\text{convection}}
$$

(1.15)
Diffusion

Diffusion involves the microscopic random movement of species due to concentration gradients. The flux of substance is mathematically described by Fick’s laws. The first of Fick’s laws relates the concentration gradient with the position as:

\[ j = -D \nabla C \]  

(1.16)

where \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of the substance in solution, and \( C \) its concentration. The negative sign implies that the flux of material takes places from high to low concentrations.

Fick’s second law describes the flux at a given position as a function of time:

\[ \frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 C \]  

(1.17)

Fick’s equations are of extreme importance to electrochemists as generally the final approach electroactive species to the electrode surface is by diffusion.

Migration

Migration is the microscopic movement of charged chemical species inside an electric field. Migrational flux is described by:

\[ j = -zF \frac{RT}{DC} \nabla \phi \]  

(1.18)

where \( z \) is the charge of the species, \( C \) its concentration, \( D \) the diffusion coefficient, and \( \phi \) the electric potential. It is common practice in electroanalysis to use solutions with an excess of an inert salt, also known as supporting electrolyte, that minimizes the contribution of the electroactive analytes to the migration component in equation 1.15.

Convection

The convective mode of mass transport implies the macroscopic movement of “packets” of solution either by natural or forced means. There are two forms of convection: natural and forced convection. Examples of natural convection would be the movements arising from large gradients in density, pressure or temperature. Forced convection, on the other hand, is induced by external forces such as stirring, pumping or capillary forces. Convective mass transfer is mathematically described by:

\[ j = Cv \]  

(1.19)

where \( v \) represents the velocity of the liquid, and \( C \) the concentration of the species.
The combination of the three different contributions to the global mass transport in an electrochemical system is then defined as:

\[ j = -D \nabla C - \frac{zF}{RT} DC \nabla \phi + Cv \]  

Equation 1.20 is known as the Nernst-Planck equation, and will be of special interest in the discussion of the mathematical model presented in Chapter 4.

In the absence of migration and convection, diffusion becomes the only mass transport process, which facilitates considerably the interpretation of the experimental data.  

1.1.3 Potential-controlled electrochemical techniques

An important set of electrochemical techniques relies on the measurement of the current response of a system following a controlled change in electrode potential. As explained above, the application of an electric potential to an electrochemical system may bring about a change in the oxidation state of the electroactive species, generating a flux of electric current. By analyzing this current response, electrochemists can extract valuable information of their system, both qualitative and quantitative.  

This section summarizes the two main electroanalytical techniques used in this thesis: chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry.

Chronoamperometry

Chronoamperometry is one of the simplest electroanalytical techniques, yet it can provide very valuable information about the studied electrochemical system. It consists of the application of a potential step from a value where no reaction occurs, and hence no current is observed, to another at which the reduction or the oxidation of the species under study takes place, and thus an electric current is generated (Figure 1.3A). Within the first milliseconds after the potential jump, the concentration of the electroactive species at the surface of the electrode drops to zero, producing a concentration gradient in the surroundings of the electrode, and resulting in a transient current as seen in Figure 1.3B. In a system where the other mass transport phenomena —migration and convection— can be neglected, the current transient response is described by the Cottrell equation:

\[ I(t) = nFAC \sqrt{\frac{D}{\pi t}} \]  

where \( n \) represents the number of electrons exchanged, \( A \) the area of the electrode, \( C \) the concentration of the electroactive species, and \( D \) its diffusion coefficient. The usefulness of this equation in electroanalysis is clear, as it allows to relate the registered current of an experiment with the concentration of the electroactive substance and with its diffusion.
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Figure 1.3: (A) Plot of the potential step function applied on the electrode. (B) Transient current registered for an amperometric experiments.

Coefficient. This equation also shows the inverse relation of the electric current with $t^{1/2}$, representing the behaviour of a purely diffusion-controlled regime. As the electrolysis progresses, the electrode converts the analyte in the surroundings creating a depletion zone known as the diffusion layer ($\delta$) that increases according to:

$$\delta \approx \sqrt{Dt}$$ (1.22)

Cyclic voltammetry

Another important and well-known technique is cyclic voltammetry.19,20 In this case, a triangular potential wave is applied to the electrode, as depicted in Figure 1.4A. Cyclic voltammograms result from plotting the current response against the applied potential (Figure 1.4B). The potential sweep is usually started at a potential where no electric current is observed. As the applied potential approaches the formal potential of the electroactive species present, the electric current increases exponentially, as predicted by the Butler-Volmer model (eq. 1.13). Because the slope of this increase will depend on the rate of the electron transfer, steeper slopes are indicative of faster electron transfer. The rate of the electron transfer defines the electrochemical reversibility of a redox system, observing three situations: reversible, irreversible, and quasi-reversible systems.

During the voltammetric experiment of Figure 1.4, the potential is swept starting at a potential lower than $E^{0'}$, so no faradaic current is observed. As the electrode potential approaches $E^{0'}$, the oxidation of the species begins, and an anodic current is generated. As the electrolysis progresses, the concentration of the reduced species decays, and diffusion sets in, carrying the species from the bulk to the electrode surface. When the rate of mass transport is not enough to replace the depleted material at the electrode surface, the system switches from a kinetic to a diffusion control regime, observing a peak in the voltammogram ($i_{p,a}$). Another peak ($i_{p,c}$) appears when the potential is swept back to the
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Figure 1.4: (A) Representation of the triangular potential function applied in cyclic voltammetric experiments. (B) Typical cyclic voltammogram obtained upon application of a triangular potential sweep.

initial value. The subscripts ‘a’ and ‘c’ refer to the anodic and cathodic currents, following IUPAC’s (International Union for Pure and Applied Chemistry) recommendations for sign convention. Each of the observed peaks appears at a certain voltage, $E_{p,a}$ and $E_{p,c}$ for the anodic and cathodic process, respectively, and allow the determination of the formal potential of an electroactive species:

$$E^{0'} = \frac{E_{p,a} + E_{p,c}}{2} \quad (1.23)$$

The position of the current peaks also allows to have an estimation of the electrochemical reversibility of the redox system as fast electron transfers reach a lower limit of 59 mV. As the electron transfer becomes more sluggish, this separation increases, observing, in certain cases, the vanishing of one of the two peaks.  

The true potential of voltammetric techniques lies in the amount of information that they can provide of the electrochemical system by analyzing the magnitudes of the peak currents, their position, and their time dependence. For instance, different methods have been proposed to determine the electron transfer rate constant by plotting the peak-to-peak separation against the scan rate, making it possible to classify electrochemical processes as reversible, irreversible or quasi-reversible.

In a similar way, peak currents can also be used to provide information about the nature of the electrochemical system. The magnitude of the peak current is characteristic of each electrochemical system, and depends on different variables as illustrated by the Randles-Ševčík equation:

$$I_p = \psi nFAC \sqrt{\frac{nFD\nu}{RT}} \quad (1.24)$$

where $\nu$ represents the scan rate of the electric potential, $\psi$ is the dimensionless current that is function of the electron transfer rate, and takes values between 0.3507 to 0.4463.
for irreversible to fully reversible systems, respectively. Two important details can be read from equation 1.24: (i) that a linear dependence is predicted between the peak current of a voltammogram and the concentration of the electroactive species in solution, which allows the use of cyclic voltammetry as a quantitative technique for analysis, and (ii) that a linear relation between the peak current and the square root of the scan rate can be expected. This last point is particularly interesting since it makes it possible to know if an electrochemical process is diffusion-controlled or if, on the other hand, the analyte experiences surface-controlled phenomena, in which case the relation between peak current and scan rate should be linear.

1.1.4 UV-Vis Spectroelectrochemistry

Electrochemical techniques such as voltammetry or chronoamperometry provide valuable information regarding the concentration of electroactive species, energy data and kinetic parameters of electrochemical reactions. However, they are not able to provide structural information about the species formed as intermediates or products in a redox reaction or in mixtures of reactants.

Spectroelectrochemical methods couple electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques, which allows to obtain information regarding the electronic or vibrational transitions of a particular molecule undergoing an electrochemical process. In this sense, typical spectroscopic methods used in spectroelectrochemistry include absorption spectroscopy in the visible/ultraviolet region (UV-vis) or in the infrared region (NIR/IR). Other spectroscopic methods involve Raman scattering spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or X-ray absorption spectroscopy.

As explained below, the work carried out in this thesis relies on the used of electroactive species which display colour changes as a function of their redox state upon application of an electric potential. This colour change is associated with a modification in the electronic configuration of the molecule, which was studied by visible absorption spectroscopy. The coupling of an absorption spectroscopic method can be done in two modes: transmission or reflection. Transmission mode is preferred when the electroactive species is in solution, and requires the use of optically transparent electrodes. On the other hand, when the analyte is present in the form of a solid layer on the electrode surface, the reflection mode is more convenient. In this thesis, reflectance spectroelectrochemical methods were used to characterize the solid and coloured electroactive materials developed.

An example of the potential of combining electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques is depicted in Figure 1.5. A cyclic voltammogram of an electroactive species can be registered, and, simultaneously, changes produced in its absorbance intensity at a fixed wavelength can be recorded to obtain its voltabsortogram (Figure 1.5A). The power of combining both analytical techniques is in how the two techniques complement each
other. A clear example of this is observed when the derivative of the voltabsortogram is obtained (Figure 1.5B). The spectroscopic detection is only sensitive to changes in the colour of the electroactive species generated by the faradaic current flowing through the electrodes, and, in contrast to cyclic voltammetry, is not affected by capacitive currents, which results in a much lower background signal. The application of these UV-Vis spectroelectrochemical techniques will be described in Chapter 5.

![Figure 1.5: (A) Typical cyclic voltammogram of a reversible electroactive species (black line) and the corresponding voltabsortogram for a fixed wavelength (red line). (B) Derivative of the corresponding voltabsortogram.](image)

### 1.2 Electrochemical biosensors

Electrochemistry is not only a powerful tool to study electroactive species, but it can also be used for the study of coupled chemical phenomena. As seen in section 1.1, different physical and chemical phenomena may affect the electrode process and, consequently, the potential or the current registered during the electrochemical measurement. Coupling chemical reactions to electroactive species is a very common way to detect/quantify substances that would otherwise be electrochemically invisible. Such reactions can take place either in the solution bulk or they can be confined to a very small region in the vicinity of the electrode, e.g. a reaction of the analyte with a product of an electrochemical reaction at the surface of the electrode. A very common approach to the latter is the chemical modification of the electrode surface so that not only does the reaction occur close to it, but it also does so selectively to a certain analyte. This is the working principle of most electrochemical (bio)sensors.

Biosensors are analytical devices that generate a measurable signal upon reaction with a specific analyte. They rely on the use of biorecognition elements such as enzymes, nucleic acids, antibodies or cells for the modification of the transducer, thus leading to enzymatic biosensors, genosensors, immunosensors or cytosensors, respectively. These biomolecules, immobilized on a transducer surface, selectively recognize the analyte, and
bring about the chemical reaction that generates a quantitative signal. In the case of amperometric biosensors, where the transducer is the surface of an electrode, an electric current flows upon the recognition reaction (Figure 1.6). The biosensors presented in this thesis rely on an amperometric transduction system.

Electrochemical glucose biosensors were selected to carry out the experimental work. Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder which results in high blood glucose levels, and that has become a major public health problem. It is estimated that this disease affects approximately 150 million people around the world, and the tendency is that this number may be double by 2025. To prevent the possible complications of the disease, such as kidney failure, foot ulcers or strokes, it is important to have a rigorous control of blood glucose levels during the day. For this, a lot of research has been carried out to develop more stable and reliable glucose biosensors. These biosensors are, by far, the best-known and characterized in the bibliography, accounting for about 85% of the entire biosensor market. Because of their importance and maturity, glucose biosensors have been used throughout this work, which has allowed to have a reliable system to demonstrate the proof of concept presented in this thesis.

1.2.1 Enzymatic biosensors

Enzymatic biosensors rely on the catalytic activity of enzymes towards their natural substrates. The reaction between the enzyme and the substrate brings about an electrochemical response that can be registered with different electrochemical techniques, leading to
amperometric, potentiometric or impedimetric biosensors.\cite{42,43} The glucose biosensor selected in this thesis relies on the use of the oxidoreductase enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) to catalyze the oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid.\cite{44}

The catalytic activity of the enzyme can be measured by controlling the evolution of the different chemical species present in the biosensor. Enzymatic biosensors have evolved through three “generations” (Figure 1.7):

**First generation** biosensors\cite{45} measure the variation in the amount of oxygen or hydrogen peroxide during the enzymatic reaction. As seen in Figure 1.7A, the glucose oxidase accepts electrons from glucose, converting it into gluconic acid, and changing its own redox state in the process. These electrons are then transferred to dissolved oxygen present in solution, generating hydrogen peroxide, and returning glucose oxidase to its oxidized state so that the enzymatic reaction can continue. By applying a sufficiently high potential, -0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl)\cite{46} for the reduction of oxygen or +0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl)\cite{41} for the oxidation of hydrogen peroxide, the concentration of glucose can be related to the magnitude of the recorded amperometric signal. The biggest drawback of these type of biosensors is the need to apply relatively high potentials to register an amperometric response to oxygen or hydrogen peroxide, which often leads to interference from other substances present in real samples, such as ascorbic or uric acid.\cite{41}
Second-generation biosensors eliminate these drawbacks by using low-potential redox mediators. These compounds interact directly with the active sites of the enzymes, accepting electrons after the enzymatic reaction, and shuttling them to/from the electrode surface in a process known as mediated electron transfer (MET). After electrons are transferred to the electrode, the mediator turns back to its original redox state and continues the shuttling of electrons (Figure 1.7B). These redox mediators must fulfill certain important requirements in order to be considered for the fabrication of enzymatic biosensors such as fast electrode kinetics, reversibility in the reaction with the enzyme, high stability or low toxicity among others.

Last, third-generation biosensors are based on the direct electron transfer between the active site of the enzyme and the electrode, in a mechanism known as direct electron transfer (DET). Most enzymes, and particularly glucose oxidase, present a deeply buried active site, so the electron transfer is highly hindered and a modification of the electrode, usually with nanomaterials, is necessary to enable DET.

For these reasons, the most common approach in the bibliography, and also the one chosen in this thesis, is the use of second-generation biosensors.

When building second-generation biosensors, it is preferred to have immobilized on the surface of the electrode all the necessary components to carry out the electrochemical measurement without the addition of extra substances to the sample. Some critical aspects to bear in mind during the fabrication of the biosensor are: (i) to keep an intimate contact between the active site of the enzyme and the redox mediator, (ii) to have a high stability of the enzymes present in the biosensor, preventing their denaturation, (iii) to obtain an adequate immobilization of the redox mediator, avoiding its leakage to the sample, and (iv) to block the access of possible interfering compounds.

A number of different strategies exist in the bibliography to immobilize the components of a biosensor, distinguishing the following five: (i) entrapment in a three-dimensional matrix, (ii) physical adsorption on the electrode surface, (iii) cross-linking between the components to form a matrix adhered to the electrode, (iv) covalent-binding upon chemical components and the (un)modified surface, and (v) affinity of an activated electrode surface to a specific group present in a protein or DNA molecule. Each immobilization method offers certain advantages and disadvantages that one must consider when designing an electrochemical biosensor. The two glucose biosensors described in this thesis make use of a combination of the first three methods, since they allow for a fast modification of the electrode surface while showing good stability and robustness.

1.2.2 Enzyme kinetics

Enzymatic biosensors monitor the activity of the immobilized enzymes through measurements of concentration changes of either a substrate or a product of the reaction. The
first studies on enzymatic activity date from the latter half of the nineteenth century, but it wasn’t until the work of Michaelis and Menten a few decades later that a fully described mechanism for enzymatic reactions was presented. The enzymatic reactions proposed are as follows:

\[
E + S \xrightarrow{k_1} ES \xrightarrow{k_{cat}} E + P
\]

where \(E\) represents the enzyme, \(S\) is the enzyme substrate, \(ES\) an enzyme-substrate complex, and \(P\) the product resulting from the reaction. By using the steady-state approximation on the enzyme-substrate complex, that is its concentration can be considered constant with time, the general Michaelis-Menten expression can be extracted:

\[
v = \frac{d[P]}{dt} = k_{cat}[E]_0 \frac{[S]}{K_M + [S]}
\]

where \([E]_0\) represents the initial concentration of enzyme \(([E]_0 = [E] + [ES])\), and \(K_M = (k_{-1} + k_{cat})/k_1\) is the Michaelis-Menten rate constant. As seen in Figure 1.8A, the velocity of the enzymatic reaction increases linearly with the concentration of substrate, until it reaches a plateau where an increment of substrate concentration does not turn into higher reaction rates, observing then the situation where \([S] >> K_M\), and thus \(v = v_{max} = k_{cat}[E]_0\). As seen also in Figure 1.8A, the value of the Michaelis-Menten constant can be obtained from the plot, at the point where \(v = \frac{v_{max}}{2}\)

![Figure 1.8](image.png)

Figure 1.8: (A) Plot of the velocity of the enzymatic reaction against the substrate concentration. (B) Plot of the electric current response against the concentration of analyte.

These concepts are of great importance as the kinetic parameters of an enzymatic system can be experimentally extracted.

When and oxidase such as the glucose oxidase employed in this thesis reacts with glucose present in the sample, the following electrochemical reactions take place:

\[
E_{ox} + G \xrightarrow{k_1} EG \xrightarrow{k_{cat}} E_{red} + GAc
\]

where \(G\) and \(GAc\) represent glucose and gluconic acid respectively. The oxidation of glucose also brings about the change in the redox state of the enzyme, and it is the electrode
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that, upon application of an electric potential, accepts the electrons gained by the enzyme so it can be reoxidized and its enzymatic activity reinstated.

Considering that the velocity of the enzymatic reaction can also be expressed as $v = \frac{d[E]}{dt}$, and bearing in mind equations 1.6 and 1.7, the velocity of an enzymatic reaction can be related to a measurable parameter: current intensity (Figure 1.8B). The region where a linear behaviour is observed is usually chosen to perform the calibration plots in any electroanalytical experiment, as it presents the highest sensitivity.

The described situation represents a general case where the enzyme is capable of interacting with the electrode (direct electron transfer). However, as mentioned above, this is rather uncommon, and the inclusion of a redox-mediator is often necessary. A slight variation in the mathematical treatment of the enzymatic reaction must be made to take into account the effect of the redox mediator in the overall reaction rate. The interaction between the enzyme and the mediator is described by:

$$2O + E_{\text{red}} \xrightarrow{k} 2R + E_{\text{ox}}$$

(1.28)

Electrons are removed from the enzyme, regenerating its active state, and the mediator diffuses to the electrode where it is reoxidized by action of the applied electric potential, so the catalytic cycle is established as in Figure 1.7B. The rate of the enzymatic reactions 1.27 and 1.28 is then given by:

$$v = \frac{k_{\text{cat}}[E]_{\text{tot}}}{1 + \frac{k_{M}}{[G]} + \frac{k_{0}}{[O]}}$$

(1.29)

where $K_0 = k_{\text{cat}}/k$ and $[E]_{\text{tot}} = E_{\text{ox}} + E_{\text{red}} + EG$.

1.3 Enzymatic fuel cells

The electroanalytical devices presented in this thesis rely on the use of enzymatic fuel cells as a means to power the sensing reaction of glucose.

A fuel cell is an electrochemical system capable of generating electric energy from a chemical reaction occurring between its anode and its cathode. The cell voltage, the amount of electric current, and the power output generated depend on a number of factors such as electron transfer and reaction rates, internal resistance inside the cell, or cell geometric design.

The same principles of electrode modification used in the fabrication of electrochemical biosensors can be applied to fuel cells, so electrode reactions take place when a specific substance or “fuel” is present.

Understanding the catalytic behaviour of enzymes led to their inclusion in the design of fuel cells. Enzymatic fuel cells rely of the modification of both anode and cathode, or
just one of the couple, with enzymes so an electric current is generated the substrate is present (Figure 1.9).  

The energy generated by enzymatic fuel cells has been exploited over the last two decades, and remarkable advances have been made in fields like implantable power sources to develop devices such as battery-less pacemakers, energy sources to replace conventional batteries in small electronic devices, or self-powered sensors that permit to detect/quantify an analyte without the use of conventional electronic equipment. All of these advances have had an extraordinary impact on the development of point-of-care personalized healthcare instrumentation and particularly for the development of wearable and implantable sensing devices.

Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of a common enzymatic fuel cell where the anode has been modified with an oxidase enzyme.

### 1.3.1 Electrochemical characterization of fuel cells

A first approach in the characterization of any fuel cell is to evaluate the behavior of the redox mediator(s) used. Cyclic voltammetry is the most common technique employed for this characterization since valuable information can be extracted regarding its electrochemical performance such as the formal potential (E$^{0'}$), kinetic parameters or its stability under a continuous oxidation-reduction cycling regime. Cyclic voltammetry can also be used to evaluate the catalytic activity of the enzyme(s) used.

As Figure 1.10A shows, for the case where the electrode acts as anode, when no enzymatic substrate is present in the solution the voltammogram presents its classical shape where both cathodic and anodic peaks are observed (Curve 1). As the amount of substrate is increased in the solution, the amount of redox mediator in its reduced state also increases, observing higher anodic currents (Curve 2). If the voltammograms of both anode
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and cathode are superposed as in Figure 1.10B, a global overview of the performance of the fuel cell can be extracted. First, the open circuit voltage (OCV) is defined as the potential difference between both electrode processes when no electric current is flowing through the system. It represents the maximum voltage output that a cell can deliver, and it provides a first estimation of the amount of energy that can be extracted from it. As explained in following chapters, it is useful to know the cell voltage not only when no electric current is flowing but also when the system is working and an electric current is being generated between anode and cathode. This cell voltage is defined as:

\[ \Delta E_{cell} = E_{cat} - E_{an} - iR \] (1.30)

where \( E_{cat} \) and \( E_{an} \) represent the potential of the redox species at the cathode and the anode, respectively, and \( iR \) represents the ohmic drop between the two poles. This equation is of great interest as it allows to evaluate if an electrochemical process is thermodynamically favorable (\( \Delta E_{cell} > 0 \)) or not (\( \Delta E_{cell} < 0 \)), or whether the system lies in an equilibrium state (\( \Delta E_{cell} = 0 \)).

The overall electrochemical cell performance is limited by one of its two electrodes. In a sensing device, it is important to ensure that the sensor is always limiting. It is also important to note the effect that the ionic conductivity of the supporting electrolyte and the geometric design of the cell may have on its electrochemical behavior. As described in Chapter 4, both parameters markedly affect the internal resistance of the enzymatic cell, which diminishes the cell voltage (equation 1.30) and thus the overall electrochemical performance of the system.

A complete evaluation of the fuel cell performance is achieved by extracting its polarization curves and the corresponding power curves. Polarization curves are obtained by applying a variable potential ranging from the OCV to the short circuit potential (0 V) and recording the current generated by the system. The potential is swept at very low scan rates (<1 mV s\(^{-1}\)) so the system always lies close to its equilibrium state, thus minimizing possible alterations arising from the potential sweep. As seen in Figure 1.10C, the amount of electric current progressively increases as the applied potential goes from OCV, where no redox reaction takes place, to the short circuit, where the enzymatic reaction at the anode reaches its maximum rate. Deviations in the polarization curves from its ideal behavior may arise as a consequence of different phenomena such as slow electrode kinetics, ohmic losses due to electrolyte resistance or concentration effects due to mass-transfer limitations.

Power curves, such as those in Figure 1.10D, can be obtained from the polarization plots, by multiplying the cell voltage by the current density:

\[ P_{cell} = V_{cell} \cdot j \] (1.31)

Power curves offer a direct measure of the optimal operational conditions of a fuel cell,
defined by the voltage and current extracted at maximum power. However, enzymatic fuel cells rarely operate at these optimal conditions.\(^7^2\)

### 1.3.2 Self-powered biosensors

Enzymatic fuel cells are not only capable of generating a power output upon reaction with the analyte or fuel, but they also do so proportionally to the amount of fuel present in the solution.\(^7^3\) On the one hand, an increase in the OCV is observed for higher analyte concentrations as the rate of the enzymatic reaction at the anode increases and with that the amount of reduced redox mediator—in the case of a second-generation glucose biosensor— which shifts the redox potential of the half cell toward lower values. And, on the other hand, larger currents are generated, also as a consequence of the higher enzymatic reaction. This is the working principle of self-powered biosensors, which no longer require the use of external power sources to trigger the enzymatic reactions that quantify
the concentration of an analyte.\textsuperscript{74}

Self-powered sensors may no longer need a potentiostat, but some form of instrumentation must be implemented for signal processing in order to have a quantitative result of the analyte concentration. Current electronic devices require voltages at least around 0.4–0.5 V to operate, a requirement that the first self-powered devices were not able to achieve. Most efforts done in the field of self-powered electrochemical biosensors have focused on achieving larger OCVs and electric currents that are also sustainable in time by optimizing the design of the electrochemical cells, biosensors, and materials.\textsuperscript{75}

In this thesis, the required signal processing instrumentation is substituted by an electrochromic material that has a double role. On the one hand, it acts as power source or cathode, enabling the enzymatic reaction at the anode. On the other hand, thanks to the geometry of both electrodes, it can also act as a visual readout, giving quantitative information about the concentration of the analyte/fuel present in the system. This approach represents a breakthrough for self-powered sensors, extending the application of electrochromic materials beyond smart windows\textsuperscript{76} and displays,\textsuperscript{77} into sensing and quantification.

### 1.4 Electrochromic sensors

When an electroactive species undergoes electrochemical reaction, the ensuing electron exchange is necessarily accompanied by a change in spectral properties, due to the electron promotion between different energetic states in the molecule or atom. If these spectroscopic changes occur in the region of wavelengths that falls in the visible range, a colour change is observed in a phenomenon known as \textit{electrochromism}.\textsuperscript{78}

Electrochromic materials have the ability to present different optical properties as a function of the electrochemical potential (Figure 1.11).\textsuperscript{79} The majority of their applications are in the construction of smart glasses, anti-glare mirrors, and low-power displays.\textsuperscript{80} However, their impact in electroanalysis has been limited despite the fact that electrochromic materials are already at the heart of many electroanalytical works. This can be explained on the grounds that developing electrochromic sensors requires the use of spectroelectrochemical equipment which, compared to the potentiostats used in most electroanalytical methods, are relatively more costly and complex. Nevertheless, current mobile phones have made spectrophotometric instrumentation much more accessible, transforming the landscape of point-of-care devices.\textsuperscript{81} As discussed below, one key advantage of electrochromic sensors is the possibility to have an optical readout directly out of the sensor, without physical interfaces between the sensing unit and the data processing unit, which leads to a considerable simplification in the construction of the analytical device.
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1.4.1 Electrochromic materials

As explained above, many electroactive species exhibit a change in the absorption band as a consequence of a redox reaction where they undergo oxidation or reduction.\(^8\) This includes, among others, redox mediators typically used in biosensing applications (ferrocyanide, TMPD, PMS...),\(^4\) conducting polymers such as PEDOT, PANI and PPy which are often used as entrapment matrices for various bioreceptors,\(^8\) or metal oxides as WO\(_3\) and NiO, widely used in the construction of gas sensors.\(^8\)

Electrochromic materials can be classified according to their chemical nature,\(^8\) however, from a device fabrication point of view, it is preferred to classify them based on the solubility of their redox states:\(^8,8\)

**Type I materials.** Include those that are soluble in both the reduced and the oxidized state, e.g. methyl viologen (MV), ferro/ferricyanide...

**Type II materials.** Include those that are soluble only in one redox state, but form a solid film on the surface of an electrode following electron transfer, e.g. heptyl viologen (HV).

**Type III materials.** Include those that are solid in all redox states, e.g. Prussian Blue, WO\(_3\), conjugated conducting polymers...

Depending on the application of the electrochrome, some particular performance characteristics will be required. However, in most situations it is required that the materials display a high colour intensity (contrast ratio), a fast change between the bleached and colour states (response time), a high amount of colour formed with the consumed charge (colouration efficiency), or a high stability under a switching regime (cycle life).\(^8\) This parameters will be further discussed in Chapter 5.
Current electroanalytical devices aim at being low-cost and portable devices which should also be built with a reagent-less design. Therefore, type III electrochromic materials seem most suitable for the development of these devices, something reflected in most of the works described in the literature (see Table 1.1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Power source</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Electrochrome</th>
<th>Analyte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>WO$_3$</td>
<td>Na$^+$$_{87}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PANI</td>
<td>NH$<em>4^+$$</em>{88}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PANI</td>
<td>Ascorbic acid$_{89}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich-BPE</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Ascorbic-Glucose$_{90}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich-BPE</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Lactate-Glucose-Uric acid$_{91}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich-BPE</td>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Various analytes$_{92}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Glucose/H$_2$O$<em>2$$</em>{93}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>AFP$_{95}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Ascorbic acid$_{96}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered PEC</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Glucose$_{97}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered PEC</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Glycoprotein (RNase B)$_{98}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered PEC</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>S$^2-_99$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered PEC</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Phosphate$_{100}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td>Self-powered PEC</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>WO$_3$</td>
<td>Phyrophosphate$_{101}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>IrO$_x$</td>
<td>Chlorpyrifos$_{102}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PANI</td>
<td>Cu$^{2+}_{103}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>CEA$_{104}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar</td>
<td>Potentiostat</td>
<td>Colour gradient</td>
<td>PB/PANI</td>
<td>iR drop$_{105}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar</td>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>Colour gradient</td>
<td>PB/PANI</td>
<td>pH$_{106}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar</td>
<td>Self-powered</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Glucose$_{107}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coplanar-BPE</td>
<td>Self-powered</td>
<td>Colour tone</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Glucose$_{108}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Main recent works featuring electrochromic sensors.
1.4.2 Power sources in electrochromic sensors

Because electrochromism is a potential dependent phenomenon, electrochromic sensors can be driven by a simple power source, which considerably simplifies its construction. Two main categories of electrochromic sensors can be distinguished depending on the power source used: sensors powered externally, and self-powered sensors.

Externally powered sensors

The obvious way to control an electrochromic sensor is by using a potentiostat, but examples can also be found where the sensor relies on the use of batteries and fuel cells. In this first group of sensors, the electrochrome acts as a reporter of the sensing reaction taking place at the electrochemical cell, providing a "yes/no" type of answer if the analyte is present in the sample, or a quantitative response that can be read by either the naked eye or may require the use of an external detection system that can analyze the change in the colour tone of the electrochromic material.

The use of an independent power source as a potentiostat makes the sensor more robust, and allows to have a better control on the performance of the electrochrome, e.g. electrochromic species with more than one coloured state in a short potential window may require an accurate control of the applied potential. However, as seen in Table 1.1, this is not the case for most electrochromes used in analytical devices, which rely on electrochromic materials as metal oxides or Prussian Blue, which exhibit only two coloured states in a wide potential window. For this, most recent works simplify the construction of the devices by using integrated batteries or fuel cells as power sources along the sensor.

A particular case of externally powered sensors are those based on the use of bipolar electrodes (BPE). BPEs are able to maintain a potential difference over their surface, enabling the coexistence of different reactions at its ends. The more traditional set up requires the use of three electrodes, in which two electrodes generate the potential difference required by the BPE, which is placed in the electric field between them and in contact with the electrolyte. However, this construction can be further simplified to a single-electrode cell where the potential difference is applied directly at the ends of the bipolar electrode.

Self-powered sensors

A higher degree of integration is obtained when the functions of power-source, sensing unit, and display are integrated in a single electrochemical cell.

Self-powered electrochromic sensors rely on the use of electrochromic materials not
only as a reporting agent, but also a power source of the sensing reaction.\textsuperscript{96} The difference in potential between the electrochromic material and a chemical species in the sensing electrode, e.g. redox mediator or the active site of an enzyme, leads to a positive cell voltage, thus triggering the sensing reaction.

BPEs can also lead to self-powered systems.\textsuperscript{108} This can be achieved by chemically modifying each end of the bipolar electrode so no external driving potential is needed to trigger the reactions, showing how simple the construction of an electrochromic sensor can be.

One last type of self-powered electrochromic sensors are those based on photoelectrochemical systems (PEC) that rely on the photoreaction of the analyte at one electrode that is powered by an electrochromic material placed at the other electrode.\textsuperscript{97,100}

An interesting feature of these self-powered electrochromic sensors is that, even though the power generated is quite low, in the range of $\mu$W cm$^{-2}$, compared to current electrochemical self-powered devices,\textsuperscript{75} the system can still work and provide a result as long as the electric potential of the electrochrome is adequate, as will be discussed in the following chapters. The benefits of having a system able to deliver higher power levels come in the form of faster response times, and the ability, perhaps, to power additional electric components.

\subsection*{1.4.3 Device construction}

The construction of electrochromic sensors is similar to that of common electrochromic devices. Two main setups can be used to construct these electrochromic devices. The first one, and also most common, known as “sandwich” or “parallel-plate” configuration, consists of two electrodes facing each other, with at least one of them being a transparent electrode fabricated with materials such as PEDOT:PSS,\textsuperscript{112} tin-oxide derivatives as ITO or FTO,\textsuperscript{113} or thin layers of carbon or metallic nanostructures\textsuperscript{114} (Figure 1.12A). In addition to the electrochromic material, the device should also incorporate an electrolyte that acts as an ionic conductor transporting the electric charge between the two electrodes, and a charge storage layer, that can also be a second electrochrome,\textsuperscript{115} used to compensate the unbalanced charges when an electric potential is being applied. The second possible arrangement, known as “coplanar” or “interdigitated” configuration,\textsuperscript{116} consists also of two electrodes, but in this case they are placed in the same horizontal plane, as depicted in Figure 1.12B.

The transition from electrochromic devices to electrochromic sensors is quite simple as the same components must be used, with the exception of the charge storage layer, that is substituted by the (bio)sensing layer which, not only helps balance the charge distribution inside the cell, but also reacts selectively with the analyte.

Conventional electrochromic devices seem to prefer the sandwich configuration since,
due to the small gap of roughly a few microns between electrodes, ohmic losses are minimized, and fast and homogeneous colour switches are observed. Nevertheless, reported electrochromic sensors tend to present an equal distribution between sandwich and coplanar arrangements (Table 1.1).

**Information display**

The main difference between sandwich and coplanar configurations refers to how the colour change takes place. As explained above, the sandwich configuration minimizes the internal resistance between the two electrodes, so a homogeneous and fast switch of the electrochromic display is observed. When a sensing reaction is coupled, a uniform discolouration is observed in the electrochromic display. This variation in the colour tone can be analyzed with the aid of an external reader, and related to the amount of analyte present in the sample. However, in coplanar geometries the internal resistance is not minimized and, depending on the design of the cell and the selected supporting electrolyte, can lead to gradients in the colour switch of the display instead of presenting a homogeneous discolouration as in the case of sandwich electrodes. This colour gradient can be used as a metering bar to quantify the charge that is flowing through the electrochromic material, and can also be related to the analyte concentration in a sample when coupled to an enzymatic biosensor.

Although detection can be made by the naked eye in both display arrangements, only the use of coplanar electrodes allows to obtain a naked eye semi-quantitative measurement of the analyte concentration. As shown in Table 1.1, the use of coplanar electrodes to develop a colour gradient has been essentially neglected in all electrochromic sensing devices reported in the literature. This principle has been exploited throughout this thesis to develop the experimental work.
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This chapter presents the main approaches and experimental methods used in this thesis. First, a brief introduction to rapid prototyping is given, focusing on the techniques applied to the fabrication of the electrochemical devices used. Next, an overview is given of the finite element method and the software used to simulate the electrochromic devices presented in this thesis.
2.1 Rapid prototyping

Some of the recent advances in the development of electroanalytical devices, and particularly in the fields of enzymatic fuel cells and self-powered systems, have been enabled by miniaturization techniques\textsuperscript{1–3} Disposable and low-cost analytical devices contributing to the decentralization of chemical analysis from traditional laboratories through Point-of-care diagnosis (POC)\textsuperscript{4} are a clear example.

The increasing interest in developing low-cost and miniaturized analytical systems based on microfluidics and microelectromechanics (MEMS) has expanded the use of polymeric materials, leaving behind classic materials such as glass or silicon due to the high-costs and complexity of their processing.\textsuperscript{5}

The use of prototyping techniques allows to construct models of a device in an iterative process (Figure 2.1), identifying design flaws, and thus reducing fabrication costs in production.\textsuperscript{6}

![Diagram of the iterative process followed in the design of a prototype.](image)

Rapid prototyping techniques include, among others, micromolding,\textsuperscript{7} micromilling,\textsuperscript{8} stereolithography,\textsuperscript{9} embossing,\textsuperscript{10} cutting,\textsuperscript{11,12} and printing.\textsuperscript{13} The use of these techniques enables fast modifications in the design of miniaturized analytical devices in order to optimize their performance. The selection of the most adequate prototyping technique is determined by the specific requirements of the device as well as by the materials selected. The analytical devices used here were fabricated using cutting and printing techniques.

2.1.1 Cutting techniques

To design and manufacture the elements of the electrochemical devices, two of the best-known cutting techniques used in rapid prototyping were employed: xurography and laser ablation.

Xurography, or blade cutting,\textsuperscript{11} has been widely used as a fabrication technique for
microfluidic analytical devices for the last 10-20 years thanks to its low cost and high operating speed (Figure 2.2A). It consist of a plotter fitted with a razor instead of a pen. The movement of this razor following a certain patterned creates the desired cut on the substrate. The regulation of the applied pressure and motion speed, as well as the selection of the appropriate blade, allows the fabrication of microstructures that, in some cases, can be of up to a few microns,\(^{11,14}\) depending on the thickness and hardness of the materials employed, and the blade angle.

Laser ablation\(^ {12}\) on the other hand, relies on the combustion or sublimation of material by action of a CO\(_2\) laser beam in order to create the desired patterns (Figure 2.2B). Similar to xurography, the power and speed of the laser pass can be controlled to produce cuts in the material of different width and depth. However, the minimum line width that can be achieved is limited in our case to around 150-200 µm, a size slightly larger than the laser beam itself (Figure 2.3). Also, a worse definition of the cut line is obtained.\(^ {15}\) The ablation of the material generates an important amount of vapours that must be removed by an extraction system which, added to the more expensive cost of the laser equipment, increases the overall size. Nevertheless, much faster processing speeds are obtained with laser cutting.

### 2.1.2 Printing techniques

The implementation of printing techniques in the field of electrochemistry back in the 1980s\(^ {16}\) has made screen-printed electrodes (SPEs) an essential tool in a wide variety of electroanalytical laboratories.\(^ {17}\) This is due to the broad availability of conducting and dielectric pastes and inks, as well as the possibility of fabricating and printing virtually any material, which results in very low manufacturing costs. The fabrication of electrodes by

---

(a) Plotter cutter.  
(b) CO\(_2\) Laser engraver.

**Figure 2.2:** Captures of the two different cutting equipment used in the fabrication of the electrochemical devices.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the laser ablation process.

*ink-jet printing*, on the other hand, is something relatively newer in research environments and it is still quite limited because of the high costs of the required equipment as well as by the limitations in availability and processability of the inks. For these reasons, the electrochemical devices presented in this thesis are fabricated using screen rather than ink-jet printing.

Screen-printing techniques are based on forcing a paste through a physical screen. Depending on the nature of that screen, we may distinguish between stencil-printing and (mesh) screen-printing.

**Stencil-printed electrodes**

One approach to print electrodes is making use of stencils. The stencil, with a predefined cut, is placed on top of the substrate in direct contact with it, allowing the pass of a paste through it. A variety of materials such as paper, wood or metals are used to fabricate stencils, however, the use of plastic materials is predominant above others, and particularly adhesive plastic materials such as PSA or vinyl. In this thesis, PSA was selected to fabricate the stencils, and was cut with a desired pattern using both cutting techniques described above. Figure 2.4 shows a scheme of the fabrication process of the electrodes where a precut in the liner above the adhesive of the PSA was done to define the printing area, and thus transforming the liner of the PSA into a stencil. After applying the conducting material with a squeegee, the rest of the liner is removed so other plastic layers can be assembled.

Thick layers of material are deposited, roughly 50 to 100 µm, and lateral resolutions also within that range can be achieved, as defined by the thickness of the stencil as well as by the width of the cut done in the cutting step.

Stencil-printed electrodes in combination with cutting techniques offer the possibility of manufacturing electrochemical devices in a very accessible manner, with a simple workflow and affordable equipment.
Figure 2.4: Representation of the stencil-printing procedure used with PSA substrates. First, the precut liner is removed, exposing the adhesive layer. Second, the conducting paste is applied with the use of a squeegee. The protecting liner is then removed, revealing the printed surface which is then cured in an oven.

Screen-printed electrodes

An alternative to stencils is the use of meshed screens. These screens consist of a mesh of synthetic fibers that are coated with a negative photocurable emulsion which, after a photolythographic step, reveals the pattern to be printed (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Figure of a typical screen with a printing pattern. In the enlarged figure it can be observed the mesh of the screen that the paste goes through.

In contrast to the printing method using stencils, which need to contact the substrate, the screen is not necessarily in contact with it. The distance between the screen and the substrate is known as “snap-off” distance or, simply, “snap-off”. Only when a sufficiently high pressure is applied on it with the squeegee, the mesh of the screen bends to touch the substrate, and the printing material is then deposited, bending back to its original position after the applied pressure is removed. Parameters such as the snap-off distance, applied pressure, squeegee speed or the number of threads per inch in the mesh, may affect the width and thickness of the printed layers, and must be adjusted depending on the nature of the paste to achieve the desired results. Higher resolutions can be achieved with the use of screens compared to stencil-printed electrodes, as the thickness of the printed layer is roughly between 5 and 10 µm, and also thinner widths down to tens of microns are also
possible changing the material of the threads to a more expensive metallic screen.\textsuperscript{22,23}

In contrast to the stencil-printing where the whole process can be carried out in any available laboratory, the screen-printing process often requires the outsourcing of the fabrication of the screens and the photolythographic step. However, a much higher performance is usually accomplished in terms of manufacturing speed and reusability of the materials.

![Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the steps in the printing process. The substrate is placed beneath the screen, with a small snap-off distance. The paste is spread over the screen, filling the cavities of the mesh. Upon application of pressure, the paste is printed on the surface of the substrate.](image)

### 2.2 Numerical simulation

Numerical simulations are a powerful tool to understand, validate, and predict experimental results. Simulations can help to explore the limitations of an electroanalytical device and also improve its design and performance. Simulations carried out in this thesis involve the resolution of the mass transport equations of electroactive and non-electroactive species in a geometric and time domain representing particular experiments. Mass transport phenomena are described by partial differential equations (PDE) which, in most cases, do not present an analytical solution, and require the use of computational methods.\textsuperscript{24}

In this thesis, commercially available software COMSOL Multiphysics was used to solve the mass transport equations.\textsuperscript{25} This interface uses the finite element method (FEM) as a mathematical solver for the differential equations.\textsuperscript{26}

#### 2.2.1 Finite element method

In order to obtain an approximate solution to the PDE, discrete methods must be implemented by using model equations, which can be solved using numerical methods.\textsuperscript{27} COMSOL Multiphysics relies of the use of finite element method to solve these PDE.\textsuperscript{25} FEM consists in the subdivision of a system or domain inside a defined geometry into small parts called finite elements. The numerical model equations of these elements are
solved and then combined to obtain the approximate solution of the whole system. The set of elements in which a domain is subdivided is defined as ‘mesh’. There are different types of elements depending on the space dimensions of the system to be studied, with the most fundamental elements being linear segments for 1D geometries, triangles for 2D geometries or tetrahedrons for 3D geometries. The mathematical simulations carried out here were implemented in 2D geometries, which were subdivided into triangular elements. Figure 2.7 shows a typical discretized domain of a solution in contact with an electrode. As seen, the size of the triangular elements varies, becoming smaller in the regions prone to present acute gradients in mass, current or potential, and particularly in the boundary electrode-insulating material.

The idea of using a discretization method is to approximate the solution of a certain function, \( u \), by another function, \( u_h \), which is composed by a combination of linear basis functions:

\[
u_h = \sum_i u_i \psi_i
\]  

(2.1)

where \( \psi_i \) represent the basis functions and \( u_i \) are the coefficients or degrees of freedom of those functions. The coefficients \( u_i \) are the solution values at each vertex of the triangular elements, or ‘nodes’. Each linear basis function take a value of 1 at the nodes of the mesh and 0 at the rest of the points. As the number of elements at the domain increases, also does the number of basis functions, and a more accurate solution is obtained, however, the number of calculations that must be done also increases, and with that the calculation time. For this reason, a good distribution of the elements in the domain becomes essential to optimized the calculation time but maintaining the accuracy of the solution.

*Figure 2.7:* Representation of a typical mesh used for a 2D domain. The inset shows the electrode-insulating material boundary where the triangular elements must be markedly smaller than in other regions of the simulated domain.
2.2.2 COMSOL Multiphysics overview

COMSOL Multiphysics is a commercial available software based of finite element methods that is used as a simulation solver.

COMSOL is structured in different modules, depending on the specific application of the simulation. Each module includes the particular ‘physics’, which is how the software defines the partial differential equations required to describe physical phenomena. The user-friendly interface of the software makes unnecessary to introduce manually the mathematical equations, and also allows to solve more than one physics or PDE in the same model.

The software also allows to easily create the mesh that will be used to implement the FEM. For this, a predefined mesh can be automatically drawn by the software depending on the size of the domains and the physics to be studied, or it can be manually defined allowing to refine it into smaller elements in those regions prone to suffer from acute gradients, as explained above.

Last, depending on the modules used in the simulation for the study to be solved, different types of analysis can be included such as ‘Time dependent’ or ‘Stationary’, which evaluate the evolution of the desired variable under transient or stationary conditions respectively. Also, among other interesting features, a ‘Parametric sweep’ of different independent variables is of great use since it allows to solve the simulation under different conditions in the same calculation.
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A self-powered electrochromic biosensor

This chapter demonstrates proof-of-concept of the self-powered electrochromic devices presented in this thesis. First, a lateral flow electroanalytical device was fabricated using rapid-prototyping techniques, and was tested using a low working potential glucose biosensor.

The designed electroanalytical cell was then combined with an electrochromic Prussian Blue electrode that serves as a power source for the glucose biosensor. The geometric combination of the two electrodes comprising the device turns the Prussian Blue reaction at the electrode into a display giving a direct readout of the glucose concentration. This is due to the path that the electric current follows inside the cell, which brings about a progressive colour switch that is proportional to the analyte concentration.

The content of this chapter has been previously published in the following articles:

3.1 Introduction

Self-powered biosensors, first introduced by Katz and Willner in 2001,¹ are analytical tools in which energy output is proportional to the concentration of a target analyte. Some advantages of this kind of systems are that they are highly specific, and that the sensor consists only of two electrodes without external voltage being applied to them. Their main drawback, though, is that due to their typically low energy production, these systems require some form of control instrumentation to quantify the sensor output. This increases their cost and complexity, and explains why, after over a decade, their development level remains so low.

The commonest approach to developing self-powered and self-contained analytical devices consists in the miniaturization through integration of different components into the same package,²,³ relying on the use of silicon-based electronics, which are seemingly crucial to all known self-powered devices.⁴

Electrochromic materials⁵,⁶ can overcome this dependence on silicon-based electronics and their inherent limitations in self-powered chemical sensors. The use of electrochromic materials in the construction of self-powered displays is hardly new,⁷,⁸ but their application in stand-alone quantitative analytical devices is. Materials such as Prussian Blue⁹,¹⁰ have been recently introduced in the construction of self-powered devices with minimal instrumentation needs, so that detection reactions can be monitored directly by the naked eye.¹¹

Of all the existing electrochromic devices, none of them allow the direct quantification of the analyte, as they rely on optical readers to translate the colour change into analyte concentration values.¹²–¹⁵ This may be just a minor inconvenience, given the widespread availability of smartphones with massive processing capabilities and increasingly better cameras.¹⁶ However, in line with other recent studies using externally powered electrochromic readouts,¹⁷ the results presented here demonstrate that no reader other than the user’s eye may be needed to obtain a quantitative result directly.

The approach presented in this chapter couples an electrochromic display to a biosensor so that they form a galvanic system. The novelty of this system arises from the geometric combination of its components. Instead of the sandwich construction of conventional electrochromic displays¹⁸,¹⁹ where anode and cathode face each other to minimize internal resistance, a coplanar configuration was used instead. The use of a coplanar display allows to control the current path through the device, and use internal resistance to its advantage, as the display first changes its colour in the region closer to the anode through the path of least resistance (Figure 3.1).

The results presented here demonstrate that controlling the current path in electrochromic devices enables the construction of simple and yet powerful electroanalytical devices.
Figure 3.1: Electrochromic biosensor and its operating principle. (A and B) Photographs of the actual electrochromic device. (C) Schematic representation of the device side view, with the biosensor (anode) placed to the left of the electrochromic display (cathode). As the analyte concentration or reaction time increases, the charge consumed at the cathode also increases, resulting in a gradual colour change along the electrode length, following the path of least resistance.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Reagents and materials

The devices presented here were designed using Vectorworks 2015, Student Edition (Techlimits, ES). A CAMM1-GX24 Servo cutter plotter (Roland DG Ibérica, ES) and a 30 W Epilog Mini24 CO₂ laser engraver (Laser Project, ES) were used to cut pieces of ARcare® 8259 and 8939 (Adhesive Research Ltd, IE) pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) as well as Whatman Fusion 5 and Whatman 1 (GE Healthcare, FR) lateral flow membranes. Ag/AgCl (C61003P7) and carbon (C2030519P4) screen printing pastes (Gwent Electronic Materials Ltd, UK) were used to make the electrodes.

Indium tin oxide (ITO) on 1.1 mm float glass wafers (CEC020S, Präzisions Glas & Optik, GmbH) was etched through a vinyl mask in a hydrochloric acid and nitric acid bath (Sigma-Aldrich, 37% and 69% w/w respectively). Isopropanol (Honeywell, 99.5%), acetone (99.5%) and ammonia (Panreac, 30%) were used to clean the ITO electrodes.

A 0.05 M phosphate buffer (Fluka) and 0.1 M potassium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) solution at pH=7 were used as supporting electrolyte for all the measurements. Glucose oxidase, GOx (Sekisui Diagnostics, EC 1.1.3.4, 236 U mg⁻¹), glutaraldehyde solution, GA (Sigma-Aldrich, 50% w/w), bovine serum albumin, BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), alco-
holic Nafion® solution (Sigma-Aldrich, 20% w/w), N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-p-phenylene-
diamine, TMPD (Sigma-Aldrich) and ethanol (Panreac, 96%) were used to fabricate the
glucose biosensor.

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a µ-Autolab III potentiostat
(Metrohm) controlled by a PC running GPES 4.1 software.

Carbon electrodes were activated with potential steps from 0 V to -1.5 V in 0.5 M
KNO₃ to improve the electrode kinetics.²⁰,²¹

### 3.2.2 Electrode fabrication

Two electroanalytical devices were fabricated. The first one consisted of a lateral flow elec-
trochemical cell that was used to carry out the amperometric experiments to characterize
the designed glucose biosensor. Figure 3.2 shows the approach followed to fabricate this
cell, which comprised the fabrication of stencils in situ on PSA films by a simple cutting
operation. The overall fabrication process can be divided into three steps: (i) cutting the
PSA sheets and lateral flow membranes, (ii) application and curing of conducting pastes,
and (iii) device assembly. PSA sheets and lateral flow membranes could both be cut using

![Figure 3.2: Schematic representation showing the fabrication of the electrochemical cells for detection in lateral flow devices using rapid prototyping techniques. The liner of a pressure sensitive adhesive sheet is pre-cut and selectively removed, which transforms it into a stencil. Laser or blade cutting can be used interchangeably.](image-url)
the cutter plotter or the laser engraver. The technique is easier to implement with the cutter plotter, however, laser cutting affords much faster processing speeds.

The stencils were made by cutting through the 50 \( \mu \text{m} \)-thick siliconized polyester liner protecting the adhesive layer of the PSA. After the removal of the liner, each printing material was applied as depicted in Figure 3.2. To improve electrode performance, and also to prevent the appearance of cracks in the carbon electrodes, up to three paste layers could be applied followed by the corresponding curing steps.

In order to define the active electrode areas and contacts, a second PSA layer was cut. Once the electrodes are adequately sealed, a lateral flow membrane was fitted into the socket left by the PSA cover.

The second electroanalytical cell, which had a similar fabrication process as seen in Figure 3.3, was used to carry out the experiments with the self-powered biosensor. A two-side PSA was used instead, in order to assemble the transparent ITO electrode with the electrodeposited Prussian Blue layer. Also, the electrodes were reconfigured to improve the performance while using the device as a self-powered system.

For the fabrication of the electrochromic display ITO electrodes were first shaped using an etching protocol. For this, and adhesive vinyl cut to a desired shape was fixed on the surface of the ITO substrate, leaving exposed the surface of the conducting material to be removed. The electrodes were immersed in a \( \text{HCl} : \text{HNO}_3 : \text{H}_2\text{O} \) solution (4:1:1) for one hour. ITO electrodes were cleaned after the etching using a 10% ammonia solution, isopropanol and acetone, employing ultrasonication for 10 minutes in each cleaning step. The synthesis of the cathode/electrochromic display was done electrochemically.\(^{22}\) For this, 10 mL of 0.02 M aqueous solutions of potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) and iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate were mixed with 4 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid and 0.1 M potassium chloride to a final volume of 40 mL. A homogeneous Prussian Blue film was achieved by applying a potential of 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl (KCl 3M) for 20 seconds under constant stirring. The ITO electrode was then rinsed with deionized water and dried in air. Electrochemical activation of the electrochromic coating was required so ions in the supporting electrolyte could enter the crystal structure of the Prussian Blue and thus obtaining electrochemically reversible films (Figure 3.4A). Highly reproducible and re-
versible films were obtained using this method (Figure 3.4B).

### 3.2.3 Glucose biosensor construction

Glucose biosensors were constructed on 3x3 mm carbon electrodes as follows: 10 µL of a 25 mM TMPD solution prepared in ethanol (96 %) were carefully spread on the surface of the working electrode and allowed to dry at room temperature. Next, 50 µL of a solution containing 30 mg mL\(^{-1}\) GOx, 0.3 % (w/w) glutaraldehyde, and 1.2 mg mL\(^{-1}\) BSA prepared in the supporting electrolyte were mixed with 50 µL of an alcoholic 1 % (w/w) Nafion solution and vigorously stirred. 5 µL of this solution were cast on the TMPD film and dried overnight at 4°C in darkness. The electrode was thoroughly rinsed with deionized water, and then polarized at 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl for 10 minutes in the supporting electrolyte until a low, and stable background current was observed.

### 3.3 Results and discussion

This section demonstrates the feasibility of the designed self-powered electrochromic device. First, the stencil-printed electrochemical cell is characterized, and a glucose biosensor with a low working potential is used to validate its performance. Then, an electrochromic display is mounted on the electrochemical cell to study its behavior as a visual coulometer in a coplanar electrode arrangement. Last, the glucose biosensor is combined with the horizontal electrochromic display to obtain a self-powered system able to provide quantitative glucose concentration information.
3.3.1 Electrochemical characterization

The performance of the stencil-printed electrodes was analyzed. For this, the dependence of both peak current ($I_p$) and peak-to-peak separation ($\Delta E_p$) with the scan rate ($v$) was evaluated in the range from $5 \text{ mV s}^{-1}$ to $2 \text{ V s}^{-1}$. Figure 3.5 shows the voltammograms and the representation of $I_p$ vs $v^{1/2}$ for a typical stencil printed electrode with 3 layers of deposited carbon material. The data present a linear region consistent with a planar diffusion controlled system up to ca. $200 \text{ mV s}^{-1}$. The current deviates significantly at higher scan rates, indicating sluggish electron transfer kinetics. The electron transfer rate constant was calculated from the $\Delta E_p - \log(v)$ dependence using the methods of Matsuda-Ayabe$^{23}$ and the more recent by Lavagnini et al.$^{24}$ leading both methods to comparable results, $5.04 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ cm s}^{-1}$ and $5.2 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ cm s}^{-1}$ respectively. The results indicate that, despite their quasi-reversible kinetics, the presented stencil-printed electrodes may be suitable for electroanalytical work.

The effect that the amount of printed layers had on the physical and electrochemical properties of the electrodes was also evaluated. As shown in Table 3.1, the oxidation and reduction peak-to-peak separation decreases, and the electron transfer rate constant improves as the number of layers increases from one to three. From the peak-to-peak separations observed, the electron transfer rate constant was estimated to be between $6 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{ cm s}^{-1}$ and $3 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ cm s}^{-1}$ for electrodes made of one or three carbon paste layers respectively. This improvement in the electrochemical response when more carbon paste is applied is also likely related to a decrease in electrode resistance. As the data show, resistance along a 5 x 3 mm track decreases with increasing thickness. Also, a decrease in the water contact angle measurements is observed for increasing amounts of

![Figure 3.5](image.png)

**Figure 3.5:** (A) Voltammograms recorded in a 5 mM ferrocyanide solution prepared in supporting electrolyte at different scan rates (10, 20, 50, 75, 100, 250 and 500 mV s$^{-1}$). (B) Peak current as a function of the square root of the scan rate for the cyclic voltammograms obtained in A, and the predicted behaviour using the Randles-Ševčík equation for a 3x3 mm working electrode. A diffusion coefficient value of $6.5 \cdot 10^{-10} \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$ was used to calculate the theoretical response of the electrodes.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of physical and electrochemical properties of different working electrodes in a typical batch (n=3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposited material</th>
<th>Thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Contact angle (°)</th>
<th>Track resistance (Ω)</th>
<th>∆E&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt; (mV)</th>
<th>k&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt; (cm s&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon - 1 layer</td>
<td>55 ± 2</td>
<td>126 ± 2</td>
<td>83 ± 10</td>
<td>172 ± 9</td>
<td>5.6 · 10&lt;sup&gt;-4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon - 2 layers</td>
<td>68 ± 3</td>
<td>129 ± 3</td>
<td>60 ± 8</td>
<td>120 ± 6</td>
<td>1.4 · 10&lt;sup&gt;-4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon - 3 layers</td>
<td>85 ± 5</td>
<td>113 ± 7</td>
<td>49 ± 6</td>
<td>96 ± 9</td>
<td>2.7 · 10&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag/AgCl - 1 layer</td>
<td>55 ± 2</td>
<td>109 ± 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

deposited material. All of the phenomena mentioned above point at a possible variation in the composition of the electrode material. This is likely due to the action of the solvent of the printing paste which, in contact with the adhesive layer of the PSA, may dissolve the adhesive material, altering the composition of the carbon layer after the curing step. This hypothesis is in agreement with the observed data depicted in Table 3.1 which show that a better performance is obtained at electrodes with a higher graphite content.

To rule out the possibility that the changes in electrode composition were due to the curing conditions as reported in previous works,<sup>25</sup> electrodes with one carbon layer were cured for the same amount of time as the electrodes with three layers (3 curing steps of 15 minutes each). As seen in Figure 3.6, cyclic voltammograms show that the electrochemical performance is markedly worse in the case of electrodes with one layer, despite having the same amount of curing time, which reinforces the idea of contamination caused by the adhesive material. However, this contamination is minimized with increasing printed layers and so electrodes were consequently made depositing a total amount of three carbon layers.

Last, Fusion 5 lateral flow membranes were mounted on devices featuring glucose biosensors as show in Figure 3.2. As expected, steady-state currents showing a linear dependence on the concentration ferrocyanide were observed at a fixed potential of 0.4 V (Figure 3.7A). The effect of the flow of electroactive material can be observed in Figure 3.7B, where the shape of the voltammograms is closer in shape to those obtained in a stationary diffusion regime, where forward and backward sweep overlap.<sup>26</sup>

### 3.3.2 Amperometric detection of glucose

To demonstrate the suitability of the fabricated electrodes as electrochemical detectors in paper-based electroanalytical applications, the chips presented above were used to study the response of a glucose biosensors under flow conditions.

To calibrate the biosensors, glucose solutions were allowed to flow through the Fusion 5 paper strip under fully wetted flow conditions.<sup>27,28</sup> This was achieved by placing a
Figure 3.6: Comparison of one and three layers devices cured for the same amount of time (45 min). Voltammograms were obtained for a 5 mM ferrocyanide solution prepared in supporting electrolyte. Scan rate of 20 mV s\(^{-1}\).

Figure 3.7: (A) Amperometric calibration curve obtained for different ferrocyanide concentrations prepared in supporting electrolyte under a flowing regime with a fixed potential of 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl. (B) Comparison of voltammograms obtained for a 5 mM ferrocyanide solution prepared in supporting electrolyte in a stagnant and flowing solution. Scan rate of 20 mV s\(^{-1}\).

large wicking pad on the wide end of the strip. The working electrode was kept at 0.2 V vs. the upstream Ag/AgCl pseudo-reference electrode, which ensured oxidation of TMPD as depicted below in Figure 3.10A, and the current was recorded. Buffered glucose aliquots of increasing concentration were added every 120 seconds. A stable response was obtained 30 seconds after each addition, as seen in Figure 3.8A, and the Michaelis-Menten plot for the biosensor can be obtained by representing the measured current against the
Human capillary blood samples were collected from a healthy volunteer’s thumb using safety lancets. 50 µL of sample were spiked with 150 µL of a 10 mM glucose standard solution to make a final volume of 200 µL in microeppendorf tubes. Samples were used immediately after collection. After calibrating the biosensors using glucose standards of concentrations ranging between 0.5 and 10 mM, the system was rinsed with buffer solution before approximately 50 µL of the test solution was run through the strip (Figure 3.8A). Another drop of blood was analyzed simultaneously using a commercial glucose meter (CardioCheck, Novalab, ES). A blood glucose concentration of 3.0±0.3 mM (54.7 mg dL$^{-1}$) was determined using the commercial biosensor. A direct interpolation of the current measured by our biosensor using its calibration curve yielded a blood glucose concentration of 2.7±1.2 mM (49 mg dL$^{-1}$). This lower value compared to the commercial device is thought to be due to the effect of blood cells present in the sample that may lower the flow in the membrane as well as passivate the electrode surface.

3.3.3 Horizontal electrochromic displays

The concept of visual coulometer was demonstrated by using a Prussian Blue horizontal display. The display consists of a 3 x 15 mm transparent ITO electrode coated by a thin layer of electrodeposited Prussian Blue, 100±15 nm thick. The electrochromic display was assembled on the electrochemical lateral flow device as shown in Figure 3.3. The Prussian Blue electrode is separated by a lateral flow membrane used to contain the electrolyte, which also facilitates the introduction of solutions of different composition. The thickness of the membrane combined with the electrolyte concentration can be used to adjust the electrical resistance between anode and cathode, and therefore, the device per-
formance. For this reason, the membrane used in these experiments was changed from Fusion 5 to a thinner one, Whatman 1, which increased the electrical resistance but allowed to see a better defined colour switch.

A series of experiments were carried out in which a known charge was passed through the system under different conditions. First, the charge contained in the Prussian Blue cathode was determined by integration of the current peaks in a stable cyclic voltammogram, obtaining a charge of 1.2±0.2 mC. This charge was forced through the system at a constant current of 40 µA, in line with the maximum current output of the glucose biosensor (Figure 3.8B), and the display behaviour was recorded. Figure 3.9A shows images of the Prussian Blue electrode taken at different times. As charge is passed, the colour front moves away from the anode. The figure shows a comparison in the position chosen at the end of the colour bar subjectively by a person (circles), or by numerical analysis of the colour profiles obtained using ImageJ (triangles). Figure 3.9B shows the colour intensity profiles determined by ImageJ at different times during the experiment. Clear colours are represented by high % values on the y-axis, whilst darker colours (blue) take lower % values. The position of the colour front was determined using the profiles by extracting the intersection of the two straight lines fitting the region where the discoloration begins and the baseline region where no discoloration is observed (see Annex 1). As expected, the length covered by the colour change is directly proportional to the charge drawn from the electrochromic layer. Figure 3.9C, on the other hand, shows images taken after 30 seconds passing different current levels through the system, which again represents different total charges. This experiment aimed to study the behaviour of the horizontal display as a visual coulometer in the form of a metering bar in the presence of different glucose concentrations. As seen in Figure 3.9D, the system continues to respond well, and the distance traveled by the colour front remains proportional to the total charge. This experiment is only an approximation, because during the experiment with the biosensor both cell potential and current change over time. Nevertheless, this experiment demonstrates proof of principle, and strongly suggests that a clear visual readout is possible if a biosensor with the right oxidation potential is combined with a suitable electrochromic counter electrode.

3.3.4 Self-powered electrochromic biosensor

Last, the Prussian Blue electrode was connected to a glucose biosensor using TMPD as redox mediator. The electrode reactions taking place, which allow the system to work as a galvanic cell, are:
Figure 3.9: Behaviour of the horizontal electrochromic display. (A) Captures of the display at different times under a constant applied current of 40 µA. The points signal the position of the colour front chosen arbitrarily by a user (circles) and determined by analysis of the corresponding colour profiles (triangles). (B) Colour profiles of the electrochromic display obtained with ImageJ software. (C) Captures of the display recorded 30 s after application of different current levels. (D) Colour profiles obtained for the images in C.

At the biosensor:

\[
\text{TMDP}^+ + e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{TMDP} \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
E_{an}^{0'} = -50 \text{ mV vs. Ag/AgCl}
\]

and at the electrochromic display:

\[
\text{KFe}^{II}\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{CN})_6 + e^- + K^+ \rightleftharpoons \text{K}_2\text{Fe}^{II}\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{CN})_6 \quad \quad \quad \quad (3.2)
\]

\[
E_{cat}^{0'} = +120 \text{ mV vs. Ag/AgCl}
\]

For each electron taken from the TMDP at the anode (biosensor), an electron is transferred to the Fe(III) sites in the Prussian Blue cathode (display) while ions carry the charge inside the cell. Amongst these ions, potassium facilitates a rapid cathode response and ensures the reversibility of the electrochromic process. Figure 3.10A shows typical cyclic
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Figure 3.10: (A) Cyclic voltammograms showing the reduction and oxidation of Prussian Blue on an ITO electrode (blue) and the response of a biosensor in contact with a saturating concentration of glucose (black). (B) Polarization curves taken from the OCV to 0V at a scan rate of 1 mV s$^{-1}$. (C) Power curves obtained from the polarization curves.

voltammograms of both the glucose oxidase/TMPD anode and the Prussian Blue cathode. The onset of the reduction of Prussian Blue is observed at 0.3 V while the oxidation of TMPD by action of the enzymatic activity begins approximately at -0.15 V, leading to cell potentials around 0.45 V, in line with the OCV observed in the polarization curves recorded at various glucose concentrations (Figure 3.10B).

The behaviour of the self-powered device was studied connecting the electrochromic cathode to the biosensing anode, thus initiating the enzymatic reaction. Figures 3.10B and C show the corresponding polarization and power curves where the limited amount of charge available at the Prussian Blue electrode is apparent at high glucose concentrations. As the Prussian Blue is depleted, the current passing through the system drops. It can also be observed a progressive increase in the maximum current and power density produced by the cell as the fuel concentration is increased. As other self-powered devices, the system power output is proportional to the analyte concentration. In this case a maximum power density around 13 W cm$^{-2}$ was obtained.

To carry out the experiments using the Prussian Blue cathode as a visual readout, anode and cathode were connected, and glucose solutions were allowed to flow through the system as shown in Figure 3.11. The colour switch was recorded and captures were taken 30 seconds after the connection of the electrodes (Figure 3.12A). The use of image analysis software helps to have a more accurate readout of the display, observing a bigger difference between the two measuring methods than in the case of controlled charge experiments where a better defined colour switch was achieved. Another interesting feature of these experiments is that the biosensor was only able to convert the colour of the display on roughly half of its area, even though the biosensor was able to draw currents of similar magnitude as those in the controlled current experiments as seen in Figure 3.8B. These two effects observed when operating the device from a biosensor are caused by the device internal resistance, which changes during the experiment. Due to the changing internal resistance, the cathode is not able to power the reaction at the anode the
way a potentiostat at a fixed potential does, which causes a decrease in the current output of the biosensor, going from a maximum current of 40 µA to roughly 10 µA. The internal resistance progressively increases also as a result of the Prussian Blue depletion, and the biosensing anode current output decreases. Both effects translate into a blurrier colour switch as well as shorter conversion distances (6-7 mm) instead of consuming all the Prussian Blue available at the cathode.

The variability shown by the self-powered biosensor (Figure 3.12A) is thought to be due to differences in construction of the device. Since the display is pressure-mounted on the lateral flow membrane holding the electrolyte, changes in geometry arising from different assemblies affect sample flow conditions and especially the internal electrical re-

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 3.11:** Photograph of the self-powered device during a measurement of a glucose solution.

**Figure 3.12:** (A) Captures of the display 30 seconds after the addition of different glucose solutions. The points signal the position of the colour front determined subjectively (circles) and from the analysis of colour profiles (triangles). Error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the measurements obtained from four different devices. (B) Plots of the normalized to the maximum biosensor current (blue triangles) and colour front position (black circles) as a function of glucose concentration.
Figure 3.12B shows that the self-powered device follows the Michaelis-Menten curve of the biosensor. The current data from Figure 3.8B and the distances measured in Figure 3.12A have been normalized and plotted together. As the figure shows, the two normalized datasets are in excellent agreement. Last, the device was tested with a diluted sample of a commercial fruit juice. The amount of glucose present in the sample was previously determined with the commercial glucose meter, leading to a value of 7.6 ± 0.2 mM. The interpolation of the length of the colour change in the strip when the sample was let to flow yielded a glucose concentration of 7.3 ± 0.4 mM, demonstrating the value of this instrumentation-less device to quantify the concentration of an analyte in a sample.

3.4 Conclusions

The work presented in this chapter describes the prototyping of a lateral flow electroanalytical device using cutting techniques in combination with printing techniques. A glucose biosensor with a low working potential was developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the manufactured devices as analytical tools. The approach presented here can reduce considerably the development time and cost of new electroanalytical devices. These devices served as tools to show proof of concept of an unconventional use of electrochromic materials in the sensing field. The traditional parallel-plate configuration of electrochromic displays was modified to a coplanar one, which allows to take advantage of the ohmic drop inside the device and use the colour switch of the display as a visual coulometer. Moreover, the electrochromic display was coupled to the glucose biosensor so that a galvanic cell is formed. This way, the electrochromic material not only acts as a visual readout but it also acts as cathode, triggering the enzymatic reaction at the anode. The geometric configuration of the system allows to have a self-powered device which provides quantitative information about the concentration of the analyte. The principles described in this chapter are not only applicable to glucose biosensors, but they can also be extended to other sensors with the only pre-requisite for the system to present a positive cell voltage.
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*iR* Drop effects in self-powered electrochromic biosensors

The proof of concept device presented in the previous chapter exploited the ohmic drop inside an enzymatic fuel cell. This enabled the development of a self-powered electrochromic device that displayed quantitative information about the analyte concentration without the need for external equipment. In this chapter, numerical simulations are used to better understand the different phenomena affecting the behavior of such electrochromic devices, and which will then be used as a designing tool to improve its performance and explore its limitations.

The contents of this chapter have been published in part in:

4.1 Introduction

Ohmic, or \( iR \) drop, is an undesirable effect in electrochemical experiments stemming from a combination of electrolyte resistance and electrochemical cell geometry that results in uneven distribution of the electric current or potential.\(^1\) The most common approaches to control ohmic drop involve increasing the conductivity of the solution that is in contact between electrodes,\(^2,3\) avoiding the passage of large currents through the cell,\(^4,5\) or a combination of both.\(^6,7\)

In contrast, the self-powered device presented in Chapter 3 takes advantage of the internal resistance. By controlling the \( iR \) drop inside the device, it was demonstrated that it is possible to translate the length of the colour switch of an electrochromic display into a quantitative measurement of the analyte concentration. This is achieved by the shifted electrode construction, ‘coplanar configuration’, which differs from the conventional ‘sandwich configuration’ where anode and cathode face each other, separated by a gap of a few microns that contains the electrolyte, and thus minimizing ohmic losses, which ensures a rapid and homogeneous colour switch.\(^8,9\)

In this chapter, numerical simulations are used to understand the factors controlling the operation of this type of devices to explore their limitations and to use them as a design tool to successfully predict the behavior of related systems prior to their fabrication. The mathematical model and the results presented here may be of help to those working on the development of electrochemical applications, particularly those including fuel cells, (bio)sensors and electrochromic devices.

4.2 Theory

Figure 4.1A presents a schematic representation of the electrochromic device used in Chapter 3, which has a rectangular geometry resembling a channel cell with two coplanar electrodes.\(^10\) In line with other self-powered sensors, and electrochemical power sources in general, only two electrodes were needed: anode and cathode.\(^11\) As explained before, the use of coplanar electrodes in the design of the electrochemical cell provides the necessary control over the current path along the device, which allows to take advantage of the internal resistance to generate a colorimetric signal that can be easily read by the naked eye without the aid of external equipment (Figure 4.1B).

The system presented is based on a second-generation glucose biosensor,\(^12\) which relies on the use of a redox mediator to shuttle electrons between the electrode and the active site of the enzyme, as depicted in Figure 4.1C. The mediator diffuses inside the biosensing layer in order to carry the charge to and fro. The electric current generated by the biosensor is transported through the electrolyte to the electrochromic display which is then reduced, switching from blue to colourless (Figure 4.1D).
Figure 4.1: (A) Schematic representation of the self-powered electrochromic device. (B) Side view of the device. The charge consumed at the cathode increases with time or with higher analyte concentrations, creating a discolouration along the display that follows the path of least resistance. (C) Reaction sequences taking place in a general second-generation glucose biosensor. (D) Reaction of the electrochromic display at the transparent ITO electrode.

The mathematical model presented here considers: (i) the chemical reaction of the analyte and the redox mediator with the enzyme at the anode, (ii) diffusion of the redox mediator to the electrode surface, (iii) electron transfer between the redox mediator and the anode, and between the electrochromic species and the cathode, and (iv) ion conductivity through the electrolyte between electrodes.

4.2.1 Enzyme kinetics

The enzymatic reactions have been modelled as described in Section 1.2.2, according to the Michaelis-Menten mechanism:

\[
G + E_{ox} \rightleftharpoons \frac{k_1}{k_{-1}} E + G
\rightarrow \frac{k_{cat}}{k_{cat}} E_{red} + GAc
\]  

(4.1)

This equation represents the homogeneous reaction taking place inside the domain corresponding to the biosensing layer coating the anode. \(G\) represents the analyte, e.g., glucose, \(E_{ox}\) and \(E_{red}\) the oxidized and reduced forms, respectively, of the enzyme glucose oxidase, \(EG\) the intermediate enzyme-substrate complex, and \(GAc\) the product of the enzymatic reaction, e.g., gluconic acid.

When modelling the enzymatic reaction in equation 4.1, the regeneration of the oxidized form of the enzyme must be taken into account, so the catalytic cycle can go on. In the case of a second-generation biosensor, this regeneration takes place by the action of
the redox mediator in a homogeneous process:

\[
2\text{Ox} + \text{E}_{\text{red}} \overset{k}{\longrightarrow} 2\text{Red} + \text{E}_{\text{ox}}
\]  

(4.2)

where Ox represents the oxidized form of a reversible redox mediator and Red its reduced form. Electrons are subtracted from the enzyme, regenerating its active site, and the mediator diffuses to the electrode where it is reoxidized by action of the applied electric potential. The overall rate of the enzymatic reaction considering processes 4.1 and 4.2 is given by:14

\[
v = \frac{k_{\text{cat}}[E]_{\text{tot}}}{1 + \frac{K_M}{[G]} + \frac{K_0}{[\text{Ox}]}}
\]  

(4.3)

where the Michaelis-Menten constant is defined as \( K_M = (k_{\text{cat}} + k_{-1}) \), \( K_0 = k_{\text{cat}}/k \) and \( E_{\text{tot}} = E_{\text{ox}} + E_{\text{red}} + E_G \). The value of the Michaelis-Menten constant was experimentally determined, and the values of \( k_{\text{cat}} \) and \( k \) were taken from the literature (Table 4.1).15–17

4.2.2 Mass transport

The presented model does not involve convection or migration of the electroactive species, redox mediator and Prussian Blue, which are only subjective to diffusion according to Fick’s laws.18

\[
\frac{\partial C_i}{\partial t} = D_i \nabla^2 C_i
\]  

(4.4)

where \( i \) represents a generic species and \( C_i \) and \( D_i \) are its concentration and diffusion coefficient, respectively.

4.2.3 Electrode processes

At the anode, where the glucose biosensor is confined in a small domain, the mediator species Red is oxidized back to Ox by the action of the electrode potential:

\[
\text{Red} \rightleftharpoons \text{Ox} + e^{-}
\]  

(4.5)

This process may be controlled by either the enzymatic reaction or by the electrode kinetics, depending on the experimental conditions. The prevalence of one process over the other is what determines the actual anode potential.

At the cathode, it is assumed that the electrochromic material is homogeneously distributed over the electrode surface, and it is modelled by a one-electron redox process:

\[
P + e^{-} \rightleftharpoons Q
\]  

(4.6)

where \( P \) and \( Q \) are surface-bound species.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel height, $H_{ch}$</td>
<td>127 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biosensor thickness, $H_{bio}$</td>
<td>5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode length, $L_{ano}$</td>
<td>3 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode length, $L_{cat}$</td>
<td>15 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode width, $W_{elec}$</td>
<td>3 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between electrodes, $L_{gap}$</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange current density in anode, $j_{0,ano}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^2$ A m$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange current density in cathode, $j_{0,cat}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$ A m$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB/PW formal potential, $E_{PB/PW}^{0'}$</td>
<td>0.15 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redox mediator formal potential, $E_{Med+/Med}^{0'}$</td>
<td>-0.05 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of the oxidized form of the mediator, $[0x]_0$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-2}$ mol L$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of the reduced form of the mediator, $[Red]_0$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$ mol L$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of glucose and redox mediator inside the polymeric membrane, $D = D_{gluc} = D_{med}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$ m$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB superficial concentration, $[PB]_{sup}$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-4}$ mol m$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rate of enzymatic reaction, $V_{max}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-2}$ mol L$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaelis-Menten constant for the substrate, $K_M$</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^{-3}$ mol L$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaelis-Menten constant for the mediator, $K_0$</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-5}$ mol L$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover number, $k_{cat}$</td>
<td>800 s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Parameters used in the simulations and their values.

Both electrode reactions are assumed to follow a Nernstian behaviour (eq. 1.2). In the case of the surface-bound species of the electrochromic material, the bulk concentration in Nernst equation was substituted by the surface concentration of the species.

The electron transfer is modelled assuming Butler-Volmer kinetics (eq. 1.13), also at both electrodes. In the cases where one of the electrodes remained unmodified, and thus the details of the electrode process were unimportant, a linearized version of the Butler-Volmer equation was used:

$$i = i_0 A F R T (E - E_{eq})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

The two cases where this version was used were when a fixed current/potential was applied.
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from the unmodified anode to study the switching of the electrochromic cathode, or in the chronoamperometric simulations of the glucose biosensor.

The overall passing current can be obtained by integrating the current density along the electrode boundaries. In the case of the 2D domain this is done according to:

\[ I_{\text{elec}} = W_{\text{elec}} \int_{x=0}^{x=x_f} j \, dx \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where \( j \) is the current density vector normal to the electrode surface boundary. A 3 mm electrode width, \( W_{\text{elec}} \), akin to the experimental device, was defined to integrate the current densities of the system.

### 4.2.4 Electrolyte conductivity and ionic current

Current is carried by ions in the electrolyte, and is described by the sum of fluxes of all charged species present:

\[ j = \sum_i z_i F j_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

where \( z_i \) and \( j_i \) refer to the charge and the flux of the species \( i \). Substituting this expression into the Nernst-Planck equation (eq. 1.20) its is found that:

\[ j = -F \left( \nabla \sum_i z_i D_i c_i \right) - \frac{F^2 \nabla \phi}{RT} \sum_i z_i^2 D_i c_i - uF \sum_i z_i c_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

The last term in equation 4.10 can be neglected upon application of the electroneutrality condition:

\[ \sum_i z_i c_i = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

which states that there is no charge separation within the solution, and which only breaks down in the very close vicinity of the electrodes, where the electric field gradient is greatest.\(^{19}\) However, this was neglected as this occurs at the nanoscale or on a time scale of nanoseconds, and none of these cases apply here.

The composition of the electrolyte was assumed to be homogeneous in all of the domain, with no composition gradients, which also cancels the first term in equation 4.10, thus obtaining Ohm’s law for electrolytes:

\[ j = -\sigma \nabla \phi \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

where the conductivity of the electrolyte is defined by:\(^{20}\)

\[ \sigma = \frac{F^2}{RT} \sum_i z_i^2 D_i c_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)
Solving these equations enables the determination of the electric field in the solution and, consequently, the value of the electrochemical potential at any point of the simulated domains, which can be related with the change in the concentrations of the present chemical species.

## 4.3 Computational procedure and model geometry

The approach followed in this chapter consists in first separately validating the models for the anode and the cathode, which in the actual device correspond to a glucose biosensor and a Prussian Blue display, respectively, as seen in Chapter 3. Once these models are validated using experimental data, they are combined to facilitate the study of the complete device. The model geometry presents the anode and cathode shifted on opposite sides of a channel, in line with the working prototype, but the results are equally valid for the case of perfectly coplanar electrodes as in the final prototype presented in this thesis.

Simulations were run using the commercial simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 (COMSOL, SE) on a PC (Intel Core i7-4790, 16 Gb RAM) running Windows 7.

The mathematical model presents a dimensionality that has been simplified from three to two dimensions, considering the symmetry along the device midsection. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic representation of the 2D model, including the various subdomains and boundaries involved.

The channel height, \( H_{ch} \), was set at 127 µm to match the dimensions of the actual device, and different heights were also simulated ranging from 50 to 300 µm. The glucose biosensor was modelled by a 5 µm domain resting on top of the anode domain. This 5 µm represents the polymeric membrane layer containing the enzyme and the mediator, and its thickness is in line with those of similar reported polymeric membranes.\(^{21}\)

![Figure 4.2: Two-dimensional representation of the domains implemented in the model (not to scale). The anode and cathode boundaries are highlighted in green and blue, respectively.](image)
4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Glucose biosensor / Anode

The anode studied in the simulation is a glucose biosensor that relies on glucose oxidase to catalyze the oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid, and on a low potential redox mediator to shuttle electrons between the enzyme and the electrode (see Section 3.2.3). The initial concentrations of the redox mediator and enzyme used in the model were extracted from the experiments. The steady supply of glucose to the biosensor by means of a lateral flow membrane was simulated by setting a constant concentration boundary condition at the interface between the biosensing layer and the electrolyte. Regarding mass transport properties, it was found that the values of the diffusion coefficients of glucose and the redox mediator inside the biosensing layer did not have a significant effect on the biosensor response, so an arbitrary value of $10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$ was assigned to the species inside the membrane.\textsuperscript{22,23} Last, fast electrode kinetics were assumed by assigning an arbitrarily high exchange current density value, $j_0 = 10^3 \text{ A m}^{-2}$, both at the anode and at the cathode.

The biosensor response was simulated using a fixed polarization potential of 0.4 V. Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of the experimental and simulated current results taken at $t=30$ s. The excellent agreement between both sets of data supports the validity of the model.

![Figure 4.3: Comparison of the experimental amperometric calibration curve (blue triangles) and the simulated curve (black circles).](image-url)
4.4.2 Electrochromic display / Cathode

The cathode consists of a modified electrode featuring a reversible electrochromic coating. Experimentally, this was a thin, homogeneous Prussian Blue layer electrodeposited on the surface of a transparent ITO electrode (see Section 3.2.2). Prussian Blue is a well-known inorganic electrochromic material displaying several electrochemical equilibria and their corresponding colour changes.\(^\text{24}\) The present work focuses on the changes occurring at a potential around 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl and which corresponds to the beginning of the reduction from the characteristic blue form to its colourless state. This process involves not only electron transfer at the electrode but also cation exchange with the solution, as represented in the following equilibrium:

\[
K\text{Fe}^{III}\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{CN})_{6} + e^- + K^+ \rightleftharpoons K_2\text{Fe}^{II}\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{CN})_6
\]  

Prussian Blue \hspace{1cm} Prussian White

A surface-bound reversible redox system was implemented in the model to represent the PB coating. The diffusion coefficient of the electrochromic species was fixed at \(10^{-10}\) \(\text{cm}^2\text{s}^{-1}\), according to previous works.\(^\text{25}\)

Experimental voltammetric data were used to determine the surface concentration of electroactive material on the electrode. The charge under oxidation and reduction peaks was recorded at a scan rate of \(5 \text{ mV s}^{-1}\). Divided by the electrode area, the charge under the peaks yielded the surface concentration that was subsequently used in the simulations. The exchange current density, \(j_0\), was adjusted by fitting the experimental data of the cyclic voltammograms of Prussian Blue and the experiments under constant current to the simulations. A value of \(2 \times 10^4 \text{ A m}^{-2}\) was implemented, reflecting the particular high electron transfer rate of the adsorbed system.

Data interpretation: relating simulation and experiment

To study the iR drop effects on colour switch position and definition in the electrochromic system, it is important to clarify first the link between the simulation results, which consist of concentration profiles, and those from experiments carried out in Chapter 3, which involved the use of images of the colour front evolution of the actual display. Electrochromic materials change colour as a function of electrochemical potential, which relates to the concentration of different oxidation states through the corresponding Nernst equation. This means that knowledge of the concentration profiles for the surface oxidized or reduced species suffices to establish a relation with the colours observed experimentally.

Figure 4.4 shows the effects of electrolyte conductivity, iR drop, and current distribution on the way in which the electrochromic material undergoes reduction. Panels a-c in Figure 4.4 shows concentration profiles of surface-bound electroactive species at three
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Figure 4.4: Concentration profiles of PB for (A) low, (B) moderate, and (C) high $iR$ drop. (D) Plot of the derivative of the superficial concentration of PB corresponding to the displays with low ‘A’, moderate ‘B’, and high ‘C’ internal resistance. (E) Schematic representation of the electrochromic display at $t = 0$ (deep blue) and after operation under the cases of different internal resistance in (D).

different times during the simulation of a constant applied current experiment under three different $iR$ drop conditions. For this experiment, $iR$ drop was controlled through the electrolyte volume extending over two coplanar electrodes.

The resistance inside the channel can be defined as:

$$R = \frac{1}{\sigma A}$$

(4.15)

where $\sigma$ is the conductivity of the electrolyte, $l$ is the length of the conductor, and $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the channel. Increasing the volume of the solution over the electrodes increases the sectional area, $A$, and the resistance is lowered.

Figure 4.4 shows the concentration profiles obtained for an electrode immersed in a solution with ‘infinite’ volume; that is, the current lines are unrestricted and distributed homogeneously over the entire electrochromic electrode. Under these circumstances, the bound electroactive species is consumed at nearly the same rate across the entire electrode surface, and the concentration profiles are almost flat as seen in Figure 4.4A. If the solution volume over the electrodes decreases, solution resistance increases, and the concentration profiles show the progressive consumption of material along the path of least internal resistance as seen in Figure 4.4B for a case of moderate internal resistance, and Figure 4.4C for a case of high internal resistance.

These concentration profiles were used to determine the position of the colour front and its width, which was used to represent the colour smearness. The position of the
front can be determined by means of the first derivative of the concentration profile curve (Figure 4.4D), which is related to the current density by the expression:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial x} = \frac{i}{nFDA}
\]  

where \( C \) is the concentration of the electrochromic species, and \( x \) represents the direction normal to the electrode. Thus, the peak appearing in this representation shows the point where the current density is maximum at the electrode, which can be a way to define the colour front position more accurately. The peak shape, on the other hand, provides a qualitative image of the \( iR \) drop distribution at the colour front. Thus, sharp peaks with a short tail are a sign of 'significant' \( iR \) drop, while cases of 'moderate' \( iR \) drop are related to broad peaks with long tail (Figure 4.4D-E).

Figure 4.4E shows the way in which colour may be perceived by an observer in each of the three cases depicted in Figure 4.4D. Accuracy in the determination of the maximum current density area or colour edge is thus affected by the magnitude of the \( iR \) drop present in the system but also, and equally important, by the user’s perception. While the latter can be easily overcome by means of image analysis software, controlling the \( iR \) drop of the system can be a much harder challenge. Out of the many design possibilities available, one might think about narrowing the working range of the device or introducing more advanced geometries.

The above mentioned seems to imply that the higher the \( iR \) drop the better, because sharper colour fronts are favored. It is important to bear in mind that a too high \( iR \) drop is likely to render the self-powered device inoperative, as the magnitude of the drop exceeds the potential difference between anode and cathode, as will be discussed below.

**Modelling a galvanostatic experiment**

This section aims (i) to show that concentration profiles are a straightforward way to interpret electrochromic phenomena and (ii) to study the effect of \( iR \) drop on applied potential under constant current conditions.

A constant current experiment was simulated in which current was injected through the anode and the depletion of the electrochromic material at the cathode was studied. Simulations considered the case of an electrolyte conductivity of 1 S m\(^{-1}\), similar to that of a supporting electrolyte solution commonly used in bioanalytical experiments. To validate the numerical model for the electrochromic display, different current levels were simulated, corresponding to the currents registered in the amperometric experiment displayed in Figure 4.3. As the electric current flows through the system, the Prussian Blue on the cathode is progressively bleached to Prussian White. The full conversion under a maximum applied current of 40 \( \mu \)A took place after 30 s, and the colour front position was determined at this time on passage of lower current levels. Figure 4.5 shows the plot
of distance converted of the display against applied current. Barring some minor differences arising from experimental error, theory and experiment seem to be in excellent agreement.

![Plot of the distance converted of the display for different levels of current. Experimental data (blue triangles) and simulated data (black circles).](image)

**Figure 4.5**: Plot of the distance converted of the display for different levels of current. Experimental data (blue triangles) and simulated data (black circles).

During these constant current experiments, the cathode potential is free to take whatever value is required in order to overcome the $iR$ drop at each point on the electrode surface to sustain the current. This results in the observation of large potential differences between electrodes and even from one position to another within a given electrode. While this is not a problem in the simulations, which are only concerned with the redox reaction of Prussian Blue, care must be taken when dealing with real experimental conditions where other processes may be involved, resulting in unwanted reactions that may damage the device, as the overoxidation of Prussian Blue into Prussian Yellow.\(^{26}\)

Figure 4.6A shows the distance converted of the display with time and the respective cell voltage change under a constant applied current of 40 $\mu$A. As expected from Ohm’s law, the transient evolution of length converted and the cell voltage follow a linear relation. Moreover, since the electrolyte conductivity is assumed to be constant, the potential drop in the zone where the colour switch happens is constant throughout the experiment, and a homogeneous colour front is always observed as shown by the peaks of the derivative curves in Figure 4.6B, which are essentially identical. In summary, the colour front under constant current conditions advances at a constant rate, and its width depends on the magnitude of the applied current. However, the current in the final device does not remain constant throughout the experiment, but it will be affected by the analyte concentration
as well as by variations in the $iR$ drop.

**Modelling a potentiostatic experiment**

The case of a potentiostatic experiment, where a constant electric potential is applied between the two electrodes, represents a closer approximation to what happens in an actual self-powered device. This is because it considers the effect of an increasing internal resistance on the electrochemical process taking place at the cathode.

A constant voltage of 1 V was arbitrarily applied from the unmodified anode to induce the conversion of Prussian Blue into Prussian White at the cathode. The resulting behaviour is markedly different from the case of a constant current. In the galvanostatic experiment the potential at the cathode was free to adjust until all the electroactive material was consumed. In the potentiostatic experiment, on the other hand, the electrochromic material at the cathode is consumed until the internal resistance offsets the electrochemical potential at the cathode, and the electrode process slowly stops. The colour front does not progress following a linear relationship anymore, as shown in Figure 4.6C. This is be-
cause, as the internal resistance progressively increases, the potential observed by the cathode changes, affecting the conversion rate of the electrochromic material. A situation is eventually reached in which the increasing internal resistance is dominated by electrolyte resistance across a long interelectrode distance, causing the current to drop as a result of an insufficient electrochemical potential, thus widening the colour front as shown by the peaks represented in Figure 4.6D. A similar behaviour is observed at the self-powered device, where the colour front slows its advance at different positions as a consequence of the progressive increase in the internal resistance.

### 4.4.3 Self-powered electrochromic biosensor

After studying the two components of the device independently, the behaviour of the self-powered device was also simulated, evaluating the colour switch of the display after 30 s, as done with the actual device. The simulation was done by poising both electrodes at a constant potential of 0 V. This means that the system is shorted and it delivers its maximum current. The experiment was simulated under conditions of a constant medium conductivity of 1 S m$^{-1}$, using different glucose concentrations to match the actual experimental conditions.

Figure 4.7 shows that, despite slight discrepancies likely due to error in the visual determination of the colour front position, the agreement between both curves is still remarkable. It is worth noting that the colour front advances a maximum distance of 6 mm after 30 seconds. This is because the potential difference between the cathode and the anode reactions is around 0.5 V, and is rapidly affected by the increasing internal resistance. The resistance growing inside the cell affects the actual potential observed at both electrodes, as presented in the previous section, diminishing the cell potential (see equation 4.17 below) as the experiment progresses. This also affects the maximum current the system can deliver, which decreases with increasing internal resistance.

The effect that the $iR$ drop has on the system was studied. For this, simulations were carried out with different electrolyte conductivities ranging from 100 S m$^{-1}$, a high value that results in virtually no $iR$ drop, to 0.01 S m$^{-1}$, a low value under which $iR$ drop is very significant. Figure 4.8 shows a number of linear sweep voltammograms for the same anode and cathode simulated under different electrolyte conductivities.

These voltammograms show that, as expected, the electrochemical response at both electrodes is heavily influenced by the magnitude of the $iR$ drop present. On one hand, the current peak potentials shift toward each other. On the other hand, the peak currents decrease with increasing internal resistance. Figure 4.9 shows a graph of the maximum current of the anode as a function of the electrolyte conductivity for the galvanic system if Figure 4.8. These voltammograms and maximum current plots were obtained for a system modelled with a homogeneous current distribution, that is with a geometry where
anode and cathode face each other, and the conductivity of the electrode was used as the main parameter affecting internal resistance. However, the results can be extrapolated to the model system in which conductivity is constant but internal resistance changes as a function of distance. The effective potential observed by both electrodes shifts as the experiment progresses, causing the cell voltage, $\Delta E_{\text{cell}}$, to decrease and dragging the current down. This current decrease slows the conversion and results in a widening of the
colour front as a result of the low $iR$ value.

\[ \Delta E_{\text{cell}} = E_{\text{cat}} - E_{\text{ano}} - iR \]  

(4.17)

where $E_{\text{cat}}$ and $E_{\text{ano}}$ are the potentials of the cathode (display) and the anode (biosensor), respectively. An electric current flows at positive cell voltages, turning Prussian Blue into Prussian White, while the mediator at the biosensing anode is oxidized. As the electrochromic material on the display is consumed, the internal resistance between the unconverted Prussian Blue and the redox mediator increases, reaching a point where the cell potential approaches zero. At this point, the current drops and the colour front becomes blurrier until the system appears to have come to a halt. Although the electrode processes continue, their rate is markedly diminished due to the small overpotential, causing the current to drop to almost zero.
Equations 4.15 and 4.17 point at three ways to control the performance of the device: (i) by choosing adequate electrode processes, (ii) by selecting the right electrolyte conductivity, and (iii) by designing a suitable cell geometry.

The following results were obtained from simulations using a fixed glucose concentration of $5 \text{ mol m}^{-3}$, which falls in the lower range of concentrations where the current output is low and a sluggish and less clear colorimetric response is obtained. The response time is fixed as in the previous experiments at 30 seconds.

**Effect of formal cell potential**

Figure 4.10 shows the effect that increasing the formal potential of the electrochromic species, $E_{\text{cat}}$, has on the colorimetric response. As expected, with higher formal potentials, and thus higher cell voltages, the cathode region undergoing colour change becomes larger as the cell is able to sustain higher internal resistance levels. Once this internal resistance becomes equal to or higher than the potential difference between the cathode and anode reaction 4.17, the regeneration of the redox mediator is stopped and the enzymatic reaction ceases, in line with the potentiostatic experiment. The maximum current, which is controlled by the biosensing anode, will decrease, as described, earlier unless the formal potential remains sufficiently high throughout the experiment. As seen with the error bars in Figure 4.10A representing the size of the colour gradient of the switch, the colour front remains essentially unaltered, regardless of the overall cell potential, as the $iR$ drop at the colour front is almost constant. However, a clear improvement can be observed in the distance converted as it increases with the cell voltage, reaching a maximum at around 600 mV, a value that current biofuel cells can achieve.$^{28,29}$

The onset of the oxygen reduction process sets a natural limit at the anode, so using redox mediators with formal potentials below -0.2 to -0.3 V vs SCE does not make much sense in oxidase-based systems (the formal potential of the FAD group in glucose oxidase is around -0.5 V vs SCE$^{30}$). In the case of the cathode, it may be possible to find electrochromic materials with formal potentials higher than that of the couple Prussian Blue/Prussian White, although they may not be as friendly to work with.$^{31}$

**Effect of electrolyte conductivity**

Figure 4.10B shows the effect of electrolyte conductivity on a system with a cell voltage of 200 mV, according to the experiment. The conductivities covered in the study range between 0.1 S m$^{-1}$, characteristic of solid-gel polymeric electrolytes,$^{32}$ and 1.25 S m$^{-1}$, which is more typical of conventional liquid electrolytes. Conductivity variations translate into changes in the internal resistance, as seen in equation 4.15, which ultimately affect the behaviour of the display. Higher electrolyte conductivities result in lower internal resistance, which facilitates higher degrees of colour conversion in the cell; however, the lower
internal resistance generates a wider and blurrier colour front. In other words, in the case of a sensing device, conductivity provides a trade off between sensitivity and accuracy.

Low conductivity media, which leads to narrower colour fronts at high current levels, may be a feasible choice in cases where power availability is not an issue, but may be a poor choice in self-powered devices (and power sources in general). Although lower conductivities result in higher resistances that keep the current more focused, they will also require larger potential differences between electrodes to overcome the corresponding $iR$ drop levels as seen in Figure 4.10B.

**Effect of cell geometry**

Cell geometry covers several design parameters such as electrode size and shape, inter-electrode separation, and channel aspect ratio. The last two parameters were evaluated because they play a key role in the behaviour of the electrochromic display.

The height of the channel containing both electrodes was studied using values up to several hundreds of micrometers, which are typical magnitudes in displays and in miniaturized devices in general. The modification of the channel height containing the elec-
trodes affects the current distribution inside the device and, therefore, the current path inside the channel. The results in this case are similar to those obtained when electrolyte resistance was changed. As the cross-sectional area of the device is increased, internal resistance decreases, facilitating the flow of electric current and thus achieving larger extensions of colour conversion, as seen in Figure 4.10C. However, the current is more homogeneously distributed across the surface of the electrochromic display, so the colour front becomes more diffuse.

Last, the effect the anode—cathode separation distance has on the device performance was also studied. Different distances were tested, ranging from a few hundred micrometers to a few millimeters. As the separation distance increases, the \( iR \) drop inside the channel increases too, leading to a more sluggish conversion of the PB display (Figure 4.10D). As in the first case, where the formal potentials were tested, the internal resistance at the switching zone remains almost constant due to the small contribution of the increasing length between the PB and the anode in equation 4.15, which leads to an unaltered colour front.

The importance of cell geometry is that it can help the designer overcome certain limitations imposed by the materials, the sensing anode, the device work environment, or the fabrication processes.

### 4.5 Conclusions

This work has shown how \( iR \) drop can be used as a design factor in electrochromic devices, as a means to control the degree of colour conversion. The present work has presented a numerical tool intended for the exploration of the effects of internal resistance on the performance of self-powered devices based on the combination of electrochromic materials and biosensors. However, the scope of this work goes much further as it can serve as a design tool of interest not only for these type of devices but also for other devices involving electrochromic materials such as displays and smart glasses, and in miniaturized power-generation devices in general where internal resistance losses are clearly detrimental to their performance.

Some fundamental insights can be gained already from equation 4.15 and particularly from equation 4.17, which provide the first approach for understanding the behaviour of these systems and their design. However, these simplified approaches fall short in complex systems like the one described here, where the net observed behaviour results from the combination of different phenomena occurring in each component of the system. This is when finite element tools have a significant advantage by providing solutions that better reflect these interactions. The model presented here accounts for three key design parameters, namely, electrode processes, electrolyte resistance, and cell geometry. The model
Design and development of a self-powered electrochromic biosensor enables the exploration of different conditions so that specific applications can be better designed, considering the limitations imposed by materials and fabrication processes. In the case of the self-powered electrochromic biosensors studied in this chapter, this tool can serve to design devices that can operate within a desired concentration range, ensuring that the resulting colour changes can be observed easily and unambiguously by the naked eye. The limitations facing these self-powered devices may be solved mainly with suitable formal potentials. On the other hand, conventional electrochromic devices such as displays and smart windows, which account for most of the applications involving electrochromic materials, can also benefit from the inclusion of \( iR \) drop as a design parameter for the fabrication of multicolour devices or for the modulation of the radiation filtering abilities in smart glasses.
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Screen-printed Prussian Blue electrodes

The electrochromic sensor presented in Chapter 3 relied on a thin layer of Prussian Blue electrodeposited on a transparent ITO-glass electrode. However, electrodeposition can be a major drawback in terms of cost and manufacturing scalability. This chapter presents the development of an electrochromic paste based on Prussian Blue and suitable for screen-printing. This paste aims at eliminating the need for a transparent electrode as well as an electrodeposited display, beginning the transition toward simpler electrochromic sensing devices.

The content of this chapter has been previously published in the following article:


and in the following manuscript:

5.1 Introduction

Since its discovery in 1704 by Diesbach, Prussian Blue has gained much attention, not only by its chemical properties but also by its use in the formulation of paints and inks (Figure 5.1A).

Prussian Blue consists of iron (II) and (III) atoms bridged by cyanide groups in a cubic crystal structure of formula $\text{Fe}^{III}_4[\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{CN})_6]$ (Figure 5.1B). This composition and structure bestow Prussian Blue its characteristic optical and electrochemical properties.

In addition to its electrochromic behaviour, Prussian Blue also displays catalytic properties towards the reduction of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, something that has been exploited in the development of first-generation oxidase-based electrochemical and optical biosensors. The use of Prussian Blue as sensing material has led to a boost in the design and fabrication of electrodes modified with this material.

Regarding the preparation of PB-modified electrodes, there are three main ways:

- Electrodeposition.
- Chemical growth.
- Deposition of PB-modified graphite pastes.

**Electrodeposition.** Since it was first reported by Neff, electrodeposition has been the preferred method when it comes to developing electrochromic devices and electrochemical sensors based on PB. The main advantages of electrodeposition methods are not only the selective growth on electrode surfaces alone, but also the control of growth conditions. This ultimately means controlling device-critical features such as film thickness, roughness, porosity, and stability. Deposition methods based on potentiostatic, galvanostatic, cyclic, and pulse voltammetry control have been reported. Most of them consist in the application of a reducing potential at the working electrode immersed in a solution of Fe(III) and ferricyanide in dilute HCl. Ferrocyanide produced at the electrode
readily reacts with the free Fe(III) ions in solution, leading to the formation of Prussian Blue.

**Chemical growth.** Another way used to produce Prussian Blue films, both on electrodes\textsuperscript{11,12} and on inert surfaces, is by chemical growth.\textsuperscript{13} However, this is not an ideal approach either. Although chemical deposition greatly simplifies material synthesis by avoiding electrochemical instrumentation, it lacks the surface selectivity and much of the control that electrochemical methods provide. However, chemical synthesis of PB is used in the formulation of screen-printing materials, which is the third relevant approach for the production of PB-modified electrodes.

**Deposition of PB-modified graphite pastes.** Up until the mid 1990s, most electrochemical studies on Prussian Blue used electrodeposited films.\textsuperscript{14–16} However, the use of chemically synthesized Prussian Blue has been made popular through the introduction of carbon paste\textsuperscript{17} and screen-printed electrodes (SPEs).\textsuperscript{11} PB-modified pastes represent a straightforward way to overcome critical production issues affecting electrodeposition, such as the batch nature of the electrodeposition process and its relatively high cost. Screen-printing turns a batch into a continuous, large area process, and extends the nature of possible substrates beyond conducting electrode materials to include paper,\textsuperscript{18} textiles,\textsuperscript{19} ceramics,\textsuperscript{20} polymers,\textsuperscript{21} and nearly any material imaginable.

PB-modified pastes have typically three key components: a conducting material, the PB itself, and a suitable binder. In this work, PB was chemically grown over the surface of conducting particles, and then mixed with a Viton\textsuperscript{®} binder system to produce an electrochromic paste. The main difference between this paste and others previously reported is that, instead of graphite, either SiO\textsubscript{2} microparticles coated with an antimony-doped tin oxide (ATO) layer, or indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) nanoparticles were used as conducting material. Because these particles are clear in colour — SiO\textsubscript{2}-ATO is a grey powder, and ITO is pale-yellow (Figure 5.2) — it is possible to observe the electrochromism of PB at the resulting electrodes.

![Figure 5.2: Image with the powders of the two tin oxide-based particles used for the modification with Prussian Blue. (A) SiO\textsubscript{2}-ATO, (B) ITO.](image-url)
Although this material had been previously described for the fabrication of displays, it has never hitherto been used to build electrochromic sensors. This chapter evaluates the use of these pastes for the fabrication of electrochromic devices and looks at their spectroelectrochemical performance.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Reagents and materials

The electroanalytical devices presented here were designed using VectorWorks 2018, Student Edition (Techlimits, ES). Potassium ferrocyanide, ferrous sulfate, potassium chloride, hydrochloric acid and 2-butoxyethyl acetate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. SiO$_2$-ATO conducting particles (nominal size of 3 µm) Zelec 1610-S were kindly provided by Milliken Chemical (BE). ITO conducting particles (nominal size of 50 nm) NanoTek® were purchased from Alfa Aesar (USA). Viton® fluoroelastomer (GBL-600S, DuPont) was acquired from Eagle Elastomer (USA). 500 µm-thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheets (Autostat WP20) from Mac Dermid (UK) were used as substrate for the printing of the electrochemical devices. PB-modified carbon conducting paste (C2070-424P2) was purchased from Gwent Electronic Materials LTD. (UK). Electrodag silver (725A) and photocurable dielectric (PF-455B) pastes were obtained from Henkel (ES). PB-modified screen-printed carbon electrodes (PB-SPCEs) ref. 710 were purchased from Metrohm DropSens (ES).

5.2.2 Instrumentation

A 30 W Epilog Mini 20 CO$_2$ Laser engraver from Laser Project (ES) was used to cut the PET substrates. Electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical measurements were done using a SPELEC instrument (Mterohm DropSens) controlled by DropView SPELEC software (version 3.0). Scanning electron microscopy images were obtained at an Auriga microscope (Carl Zeiss). A Kulicke & Soffa four-point probe connected to a 3455A Digital Voltmeter (Hewlett Packard) was used to measure the sheet resistance of the fabricated materials.

5.2.3 Electrochromic Prussian Blue pastes

Prussian Blue screen-printing pastes were prepared following a previously reported protocol. Briefly, 20 g of conducting ITO or SiO$_2$-ATO particles were suspended, under vigorous stirring, in 200 mL of a 25 mM iron (II) sulfate aqueous solution. Then, 30 mL of a 60 mM ferricyanide solution were added dropwise to the stirred solution. The re-
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Prussian Blue-modified conducting particles were next combined with a 15-20% Viton solution prepared in 2-butoxyethylacetate to a 2.5:1 pigment to binder proportion, and thoroughly mixed in a ball mill, until the resulting paste presented a honey-like texture. The particle size was estimated using a 50 \( \mu m \) grind gauge (Figure 5.3), obtaining a maximum particle size range between 5 and 12 \( \mu m \). This is extremely good considering that the starting particle size was nominally 3 \( \mu m \), and that no additives were used to promote particle suspension in the paste.

Figure 5.3: Grind gauge used for the estimation of particles size in a screen-printing paste. The appearance of grooves in the pass indicates the size of the particles mixed in the paste.

5.2.4 Electrode fabrication

The screen-printed electrodes fabricated consisted of a conventional 3-electrode design, akin to those used in most electroanalytical experiments. The fabrication steps are schematized in Figure 5.4. Briefly, a conducting silver paste was used to print the conducting tracks and the pseudo-reference electrode on a PET substrate. Conducting graphite paste was used for the working and auxiliary electrodes. The working electrode was designed to have a diameter of 2.5 mm. Next, the manufactured Pussian Blue pastes were printed. Due to the high electrical resistance of the PB layer, to access the electrochromic properties of the material required printing it over a conducting substrate, the screen-printed carbon working electrode in this case. The PB layer was designed to completely cover the carbon electrode underneath, with a diameter of 3 mm. Last, a photocurable dielectric paste was used to define the electroactive area of the electrodes.

5.3 Results and discussion

The electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical performance of the PB-SPEs was evaluated and compared to that of (i) electrodes fabricated with commercial PB-Graphite paste, and (ii) to commercial PB-SPCEs (Figure 5.5). In addition to the electrochromism of the pastes presented here, which graphite electrodes lack, other differences will also be noted.
5.3.1 Electrochemical characterization

Figure 5.6 shows cyclic voltammograms recorded in supporting electrolyte for the 4 types of electrode studied. Although fast electron transfer rates are observed in all cases, the most striking difference in the voltammetry of the different PB-modified pastes is the much higher currents observed for the electrochromic pastes presented here, compared to those obtained from the commercial materials. This suggests that commercial graphite pastes contain a much lower amount of Prussian Blue than the home made electrochromic pastes described here. Also, the voltammograms show that the presented PB electrodes display relatively larger background currents. The most likely reason for such currents is the large surface area of the electrodes due to their high rugosity (Figure 5.7), combined with the mild electroactivity of indium and antimony tin oxides,\textsuperscript{24,25} and perhaps not so much due to the modification of the conducting particles with Prussian Blue.

Table 5.1 provides a summary of peak-to-peak separation, peak current density, and charge density of all electrodes studied. The PB electrodes based on tin oxide particles exhibit a superior electrochemical behaviour based on their peak-to-peak separation compared to commercial materials based on graphite. This is probably due to a better contact
Figure 5.6: Cyclic voltammograms obtained in aqueous supporting electrolyte for the different types of PB-based electrodes. Scan rate of 5 mV s\(^{-1}\). SiO\(_2\)-ATO/PB (Black), ITO/PB (Red), DropSens C/PB (Orange), Gwent C/PB (Green).

Figure 5.7: SEM images of the different electrode surfaces. (A) SiO\(_2\)-ATO/PB, (B) ITO/PB, (C) DropSens C/PB, (D) Gwent C/PB.
of the PB and the conducting material. ITO-modified nanoparticles display the smallest peak-to-peak separation, at roughly 30 mV, presumably due to the better conductivity afforded by ITO nanoparticles compared to SiO₂-ATO/PB microparticles. However, the much higher PB loading, arising from the massive available surface area of the nanoparticles combined with the thickness of the screen-printed layer, results in much broader peaks compared to other materials.

This peak broadness, which may be detrimental for electroanalytical applications, is due to a limitation in the rate of potassium exchange during the redox process. In fact, this limitation has been observed for all four electrode types under study in the form of linear plots of peak current vs. the square root of scan rate (Figure 5.8). Such a linear dependency points at a diffusion controlled process. This was unexpected at first, given the surface-bound nature of the fabricated electrodes. But looking at the magnitude of the peak-to-peak separations in Table 5.1, typical of diffusion controlled processes, it reinforces the idea of a limitation in the electron rate transfer due to the diffusion of potassium cations inside the PB layer. In contrast, thin film electrogenerated electrodes exhibit a surface-controlled regime as predicted by the Laviron expression. The reason to observe this different behaviour is in the thickness of the PB layer. While electrodeposited layers are typically in the range of nanometers (hundreds), screen-printed layers are at least a few microns thick and must exchange larger amounts of cations in order to see the electrochemical reaction.

Another important difference between graphite and tin oxide-based electrodes is their electrical conductivity. In the case of commercial materials, the presence of Prussian Blue has very little impact on the conductivity of the resulting electrodes; the datasheet of Gwent’s sensor graphite paste reference C10903P14 reports a resistivity of less than 75 Ohm/square for a 25 µm thick layer, whereas the PB-modified paste, reference C20-70424P2, reports 49 Ohm/square for a similar layer. These values were compared to those obtained for the fabricated Prussian Blue pastes. For this, Prussian Blue layers of different thickness were applied using an applicator frame (Figure 5.9), and their electrical resistance was measured using a four-point probe connected to a digital voltmeter.

It was found that the resistivity of PB modified particles increased by more than 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ΔEₚ / mV</th>
<th>Jₚ,c / µA · cm⁻²</th>
<th>Q / mC · cm⁻²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO/PB</td>
<td>60 ± 2</td>
<td>369 ± 1</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PB</td>
<td>31 ± 2</td>
<td>243 ± 1</td>
<td>11.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DropSens/PB</td>
<td>82 ± 2</td>
<td>42 ± 1</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwent/PB</td>
<td>87 ± 4</td>
<td>73 ± 7</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Data extracted from the voltammetric experiments using the different SPEs.
Figure 5.8: Plot of the peak current density against the square root of the scan rate of the voltammetric experiments for each type of electrode. SiO$_2$-ATO/PB (Black), ITO/PB (Red), Gwent C/PB (Green), DropSens C/PB (Orange).

Figure 5.9: Applicator frame and test structure obtained for a Prussian Blue screen-printing paste.

times compared to a paste formulated with unmodified particles at the same concentration (Table 5.2). This suggests that commercial materials may have been produced simply by adding a small amount of PB particles to an existing graphite paste formulation, in contrast with the coated tin oxide particles (Figure 5.10), that exhibit higher signals and broader
peaks in the cyclic voltammetry, indicating a higher amount of loading of PB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Layer thickness / µm</th>
<th>Resistivity / kΩ · cm⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>52 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>47 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO/PB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>207 ± 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO/PB</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>190 ± 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO/PB</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>38 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂-ATO/PB</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>25 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>&gt;10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PB</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4280 ± 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PB</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1380 ± 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PB</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>430 ± 73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Resistivity of the pastes fabricated using the PB-coated tin oxide particles as well as the unmodified SiO₂-ATO particles.

5.3.2 Spectroelectrochemical characterization

Last, electrodes were compared using spectroelectrochemistry. Obviously, the black colour of graphite in the commercial PB-modified electrodes precluded the observation of any spectroelectrochemical changes, in contrast with the ITO and ATO based pastes presented here. Figures 5.11A and B show cyclic voltammograms of the two types of PB-SPEs together with the derivative of their respective voltabsortograms obtained by UV-vis reflectance spectroscopy using wavelengths of 675 and 700 nm for ATO and ITO-based electrodes, respectively. A clear correlation between the electrochemical and the spec-

Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the two types of PB-based screen-printing pastes.
trosopic behaviour in both types of electrodes is apparent, although a shift ca. 50 mV is observed between the two signals in ITO/PB electrodes. This shift in peak position between electrochemical and optical signals has been reported in the past and, again, is attributed to the mass transport limitations of K⁺ exchange from the Prussian Blue lattice, and which is involved in the colouration process. In spite of this slight delay between the current and the colour change, neither the electrocatalytic performance of the material nor its electrochromism have been adversely affected.

The performance and stability of the electrochromic material under a continuous switching regime was also studied. The potential of the working electrode was stepped between -0.1 V and +0.4 V vs Ag/Ag⁺ at intervals of 60 s in a 0.25 mM H₂O₂ solution in aqueous supporting electrolyte for up to three hours. The experiment was carried out in the presence of hydrogen peroxide to simulate the stringent conditions of an oxidase-based biosensor where hydrogen peroxide is produced under neutral pH conditions, and PB is less stable than in an acidic medium. Figure 5.11C shows the change in absorbance as reducing and oxidizing potentials are applied. The data show that ITO/PB electrodes display a higher contrast between the oxidized and reduced states than SiO₂-ATO/PB do. This is mainly due to two reasons. First, the higher PB loading of the ITO nanoparticle-based electrodes, confirmed by the charge densities in Table 5.1 above, makes these electrodes show a much deeper blue colour than SiO₂-ATO/PB-based electrodes, and so when PB is reduced into the colourless PW, the contrast to the pale yellow of the underlying nanoparticles is enhanced. The second reason seems to be a wetting issue of SiO₂-ATO/PB-based electrodes. Although both types of electrodes are highly hydrophobic due to the Viton binder, SiO₂-ATO/PB electrodes wet more slowly than ITO-based electrodes. This is likely due to differences in surface topology and roughness (Figure 5.7). Eventually, however, the electrolyte wets the entire surface, allowing the interaction between more PB particles and the solution, as observed by the gradual increase in absorbance at SiO₂-ATO/PB electrodes (Figure 5.11D).

A complete characterization of the electrochromic material was extracted from the spectroelectrochemical experiments, obtaining important parameters such as contrast ratio (Cₚ), colouration efficiency (η), and response time (τ).

Contrast ratio gives a quantitative measurement of the colour intensity of the electrochromic system:

\[ C_R = \frac{R_0}{R_X} \]  

where \( R_X \) is the intensity of the light reflected in the coloured state of the electrochrome, and \( R_0 \) the light reflected in the bleached state. \( C_R \) values smaller than 2 may not be well perceived by the naked eye. As observed in Table 5.3, both materials display higher values of \( C_R \).

Colouration efficiency gives an estimation of the performance of the electrochrome
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Figure 5.11: Cyclic voltammograms obtained in aqueous supporting electrolyte and derivative of the voltabsortogram for a SiO$_2$-ATO/PB (A) and ITO/PB (B) electrode. Scan rate of 5 mV s$^{-1}$. (C) Plot of the absorbance when potential was stepped from -0.1V to +0.4 V vs Ag/Ag$^+$ at intervals of 60 s in a 0.25 mM H$_2$O$_2$ solution in aqueous supporting electrolyte. (D) Representation of the contrast variation of the experiment in (C) for a longer time scale.

by relating the changes in absorbance with the amount of electric charge injected:

$$\eta = \frac{\Delta A}{Q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

where $\Delta A$ represents the variation in absorbance between coloured and bleached state, and $Q$ is the charge required by the system to switch. The colouration efficiency is often referred to the maximum absorbance wavelength of each species, in this case 675 - 700 nm (Table 5.3). The efficiency displayed by both materials is quite similar, as in both cases the electrochromic material is the same, and is comparable to other inorganic electrochromes reported in the literature with values in the range of 40 to 100.$^{30}$

Last, the response time refers to the time required for the electrochromic display to switch from its coloured to its bleached state (or vice versa). The optimal response time depends on the actual application of the electrochromic device, ranging from a few milliseconds$^{31}$ to several minutes.$^{32}$ In the fabrication of electrochromic sensors it is desirable to observe fast response times, something that both Prussian Blue materials can achieve.

Despite the fact that ITO/PB electrodes seem to display a slightly better spectroelec-
trochemical performance than the analog SiO$_2$-ATO/PB electrodes, nanoparticle-based pastes present higher manufacturing costs as well as a more limited availability. For this, Prussian Blue pastes based on SiO$_2$-ATO were selected for the fabrication of the electrochromic devices in the next chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SiO$_2$-ATO/PB</th>
<th>ITO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_R$</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$ / cm$^2$ C$^{-1}$</td>
<td>58 (675 nm)</td>
<td>63 (700 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ / s</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Obtained parameters of the spectroelectrochemical performance for both electrochromic materials.

### 5.4 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the formulation of two electrochromic screen-printing pastes based on Prussian Blue. The PB pigments were prepared by chemically growing a thin PB layer on the surface of tin oxide-based conducting particles. Two different conducting materials were used: indium tin oxide (ITO) nanoparticles with a nominal size of 50 nm, and 3 \( \mu \)m SiO$_2$ particles covered by a thin (ca. 100 nm) antimony tin oxide (ATO) shell. PB-modified pigments have been combined with a Viton® binder system to yield high-quality screen-printing pastes. The high electrical resistance of the resulting layers required printing the material on a conventional electrode surface.

The presented material shows advantages compared to both electrodeposited PB, and screen-printed PB-modified graphite electrodes. Compared to electrodeposited PB, (i) it eliminates the “wet” nature of electrodeposition, (ii) the need to control critical electrodeposition parameters such as current and potential distribution over large area substrates, and (iii) it replaces an intrinsically “batch” process by a “continuous” large area process, screen-printing. On the other hand, compared to currently existing PB-modified graphite pastes, the material presented here enables the use of both, electrochemical and optical detection.

Although this work has focused on a classic electrochromic material such as Prussian Blue, other electrochromes may be used similarly, leading to additional uses and applications.

The outstanding spectroelectrochemical performance shown by both electrochromic materials in terms of electron transfer, colour contrast and switching stability, establishes the suitability of these materials to substitute the current electrodeposited Prussian Blue
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display on a transparent electrode and progress toward a fully printed electrochromic sensor.
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Design and development of a self-powered electrochromic biosensor
This chapter presents the complete transition towards a fabrication process entirely based on screen-printing for the production of self-powered biosensors akin to that presented in Chapter 3. In addition to the electrochromic Prussian Blue paste presented in the previous chapter, the development of a suitable electrolyte system was also required. In the present case, a gel polymer based on an ionic liquid and developed in collaboration with Prof. Gonzalo Guirado at the Department of Chemistry of the UAB, has been used.
6.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, the use of self-powered systems as analytical tools eliminates the need for an external power source to activate the sensing process. Self-powered systems such as those presented here also simplify considerably the fabrication processes, reducing the instrumentation needs to a minimum, facilitating portability, and potentially extending the scope of electroanalytical systems.\(^1\)\(^2\) However, a signaling device must always be coupled to the sensor in order to extract the analytical information.\(^3\) Since the introduction of the first self-powered sensor in 2001 by Katz and Willner,\(^4\) most of the efforts done in this field have focused on improving the typically low power output of these systems by optimizing the design of the electrochemical cell, the performance of the biosensor, or introducing new materials for their fabrication so the energy output could be high and sustainable in time to power the signaling system and any other possible external components.

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, an interesting alternative to the use of external detection systems is the combination of biofuel cells with electrochromic materials. The application of these materials is well known in the construction of electrochemical and photoelectrochemical self-powered devices,\(^5\)\(^6\) but their use in the fabrication of self-powered sensors is in a very early stage.

Most reported electrochromic sensors rely on the utilization of displays with a “sandwich” or “parallel-plate” configuration,\(^7\) where anode and cathode are placed face to face, thus minimizing the ohmic drop between electrodes, and allowing faster and homogeneous switches. As explained in Section 1.4.3, this simultaneous conversion at the display enables the detection of a certain analyte by the naked eye\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\) or, if coupled to a colour recording system, it also allows to relate the colouration/discolouration degree with the amount of analyte more accurately.\(^11\)\(^12\)\(^13\) When a “coplanar” or “interdigitated” construction is used instead, the internal resistance in the system can be exploited to generate a colour gradient in the display, leading to a instrumentation-less quantitative readout, as described in Chapters 3 and 4.

Other electrochromic sensors reported in the literature rely on the use of at least one transparent electrode.\(^8\)\(^12\)\(^14\) These are mostly tin oxides such as indium tin oxide (ITO)\(^15\) or fluorine tin oxide (FTO),\(^16\) but also the polymeric mixture of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) and polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is widely used.\(^17\)\(^18\) Moreover, thin layers of electrochromic materials are always deposited on them to ensure that, in the presence of an electrolyte with a high ionic conductivity, a fast and reversible colour switch is obtained. Both things can be a major issue when looking at a possible industrial impact of this technology in terms of costs and scalability of the fabrication processes.

In this chapter, the conventional transparent electrodes and the deposited thin layers of electrochromic material were replaced by a screen-printed layer of the electrochromic
material presented in the previous chapter, based on the used of conducting antimony tin oxide (ATO) particles coated with Prussian Blue.

A glucose biosensor was coupled to the electrochromic display in a coplanar arrangement, following a similar construction as that of Chapter 3, so the system can work as a galvanic cell providing an easy to interpret colorimetric readout. Moreover, a gel polymer electrolyte based on an ionic liquid was formulated and printed on top of the display, replacing the traditional aqueous supporting electrolytes used in most electroanalytical experiments, allowing to obtain a fully-printed solid-state analytical device.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Reagents and materials

The electroanalytical devices presented here were designed using VectorWorks 2018, Student Edition (Techlimits, ES). 500 µm-thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheets (Autostat WP20) from Mac Dermid (UK) were used as substrate for the printing of the electrochemical devices. Carbon (C2030519P4), and gold polymer (C2041206P2) conducting pastes were purchased from Gwent Electronic Materials LTD. (UK). Electroday silver (725A) and photocurable dielectric (PF-455B) pastes were obtained from Henkel (ES). White dielectric paste was kindly provided by Marabu (ES). SiO$_2$-ATO-based electrochromic Prussian Blue paste was fabricated as described in the previous chapter.

Potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate (KTF) and poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Ionic liquid 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (EMIM-Tf) was acquired from Solvionic (FR).

Glucose oxidase (GOx), EC 1.1.3.4, 236 U mg$^{-1}$, was purchased from Sekisui Diagnostics (UK). Poly(ethyleneglycol) diglycidylether (PEGDGE), and glucose were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The redox polymer [Os(4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine)$_2$(poly-vinylimidazole)$_{15}$Cl]$^+$ (Os-PVI$_{15}$) was synthesized using a previous reported protocol. A 0.1 M potassium chloride (KCl) from Sigma-Aldrich and 0.05 M phosphate buffer (PBS) from Fluka was used as the aqueous supporting electrolyte.

6.2.2 Instrumentation

A 30 W Epilog Mini 20 CO$_2$ Laser engraver from Laser Project (ES) was used to cut the PET substrates. Electrochemical measurements were done using a µ-Autolab III potentiostat (Metrohm) controlled by a GPES 4.1 software. Scanning electron microscopy images were obtained at an Auriga microscope (Carl Zeiss). An Alpha-Step 200 profilometer from Tencor Instruments was used to measure the thickness of the different
printed layers.

### 6.2.3 Electrode fabrication

Two types of electrochemical cells were used in this work, both screen-printed. The first cell consisted of a conventional 3-electrode design (Figure 6.1). The fabrication process of these electrodes was described in Section 5.2.4. When needed, the deposition of the electrochromic PB layer was omitted, leaving exposed the carbon surface of the working electrode.

![Figure 6.1: Screen-printed electrodes used with (A) and without (B) a PB printed layer coating.](image)

The second cell consisted of a Prussian Blue electrode with a rectangular shape (2x15 mm) placed between two carbon electrodes, 5 mm in diameter each (Figure 6.2). As in the device of Chapter 3, one carbon electrode is modified with a glucose biosensor, thus acting as the anode when connected to the PB display that acts as cathode. In this design, however, a second carbon electrode was printed opposite to the sensing electrode to easily regenerate the electrochromic display after each measurement. As seen in Figure 6.2, the fabrication process is similar to that of the previous electrodes. A gold screen-printing paste was used instead of the carbon paste to improve the colour contrast after PB bleaching. Last, a white colour dielectric paste was printed to define the electroactive areas of the cell. When required, a layer of gel polymer electrolyte was printed on top, covering the electrochromic display and slightly overlapping both carbon electrodes.

![Figure 6.2: Fabrication steps of the electrochromic devices](image)
6.2.4 Glucose biosensor construction

The surface of one carbon electrode was modified to build the glucose biosensor. A similar protocol to that reported by Heller et al. was followed.\textsuperscript{21} Briefly, 4 \( \mu \)L of a 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\) solution of the Os-PVI\(_{15}\) prepared in a mixture of EtOH:H\(_2\)O (1:1) were mixed with 0.8 \( \mu \)L of a 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\) solution of GOx prepared in supporting electrolyte, and 1.2 \( \mu \)L of a 2.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) aqueous solution of PEGDE. 5 \( \mu \)L were spread on the surface of the carbon electrode and allowed to dry at 4\(^\circ\)C protected from light. After 1 hour, the electrodes were ready for use.

6.2.5 Gel polymer electrolyte

The composition of the gel electrolyte was optimized to obtain a consistent, homogeneous, and transparent flexible layer. For this, an optimal ratio between the ionic liquid, the gelling polymer, and the amount of solvent was obtained. 0.14 g of the gelling agent, PVDF, were dissolved in 0.5 mL acetone under vigorous stirring and mild heating. Note that, if the heating temperature exceeds 80-90\(^\circ\)C, PVDF may degrade, turning yellow. After 15-30 minutes, a transparent solution is obtained, indicating the complete dissolution of the polymer. Then, 50 mg of K\textsubscript{Tf} and 340 \( \mu \)L of the IL were added to the mixture, and stirred while heating for another 15 minutes. After this, the gel polymer was ready for printing. The thickness of the printed layers of gel polymer were measured with a profilometer, obtaining values in the range between 10 and 20 \( \mu \)m.

6.3 Results and discussion

This section describes the results observed in the transition from the electrochromic device in Chapter 3, to a device where both display and electrolyte are printed. First, the performance of the printable electrochromic material as a horizontal colorimetric metering bar is evaluated. Next, the use of a gel polymer electrolyte based on an ionic liquid substituting the conventional aqueous supporting electrolyte is assessed. Last, the Prussian Blue electrode is connected to a glucose biosensor to obtain a self-powered analytical device, and its performance using both electrolytes —aqueous and polymeric— is studied.

6.3.1 Printed coplanar display

The shift from an electrodeposited electrochromic material, which thickness is in the range of a few hundred nanometers, to a printed display where the thickness of the layer can be up to 20 \( \mu \)m, brings about changes to its electrochemical and optical properties. Figure 6.3 shows cyclic voltammograms recorded for two different Prussian Blue electrodes, one with a thin electrodeposited layer on a transparent ITO electrode similar to
those used in Chapter 3, and the other with a thick printed layer over a screen-printed gold electrode, as shown in Figure 6.2. As expected, the amount of deposited electrochromic material per unit area is much higher in the case of the printed display (2.7 mC cm\(^{-2}\) electrodeposited vs 8.9 mC cm\(^{-2}\) printed). This increase in the amount of PB results in a slower charge transfer, despite the semi-conducting nature of the ATO nanoparticles underneath the PB. Thus, peak-to-peak separation increases from 30 mV in the case of the electrodeposited layer to roughly 60 mV for the printed layer. The higher amount of electrochromic material as well as the more sluggish electron transfer alter the behaviour of the display when used as a visual coulometer in the form of a horizontal metering bar. For this, the nature and properties of the selected electrolyte must be readjusted in order to maintain a fast and clear colour conversion, as shown in Chapter 4. To study the behaviour of the PB display under different electrolyte conditions, a constant electric current of 40 \(\mu\)A was applied from the unmodified carbon electrode so the PB was progressively converted into PW. Two aqueous electrolytes with different conductivities were used. One, a 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution with a high conductivity similar to those used in common electroanalytical experiments, \(\sigma_1 = 1.6 \text{ S m}^{-1}\), and the other, a 0.01 M KCl solution with a much lower conductivity, \(\sigma_2 = 0.16 \text{ S m}^{-1}\). Also, the resistance of the medium was manually modified by depositing different volumes of solution, thus adjusting the thickness of the electrolyte of electrode surface so two different heights of electrolyte could be tested, \(H_1 \approx 2 \text{ mm}\), and \(H_2 \approx 0.1 \text{ mm}\). \(H_1\) aimed at simulating the conditions of a system in which the current lines are distributed through the thick layer.

**Figure 6.3:** Cyclic voltammograms of electrodeposited (red line) and printed (black line) PB electrodes under aqueous supporting electrolyte. Scan rate of 5 mV s\(^{-1}\).
of the ionic conductor, while H2 aimed at simulating a printed thin layer of electrolyte in which the current lines are restricted to a smaller volume. As seen in Figure 6.4, when an electrolyte with high conductivity is selected and a high volume is deposited on the surface of the electrode, the colour conversion at the display takes place at the same rate across the entire surface, and a full conversion from PB to PW is observed. If either the electrolyte conductivity or its thickness decreases, the internal resistance of the solution increases, and the electric current, which follows the path of least resistance, progressively depletes the electrochromic material at the display, generating a colour gradient. Last, when both electrolyte conductivity and thickness decrease, the internal resistance increases even more, resulting in two effects. First, the colour front is better defined due to the abrupt $iR$ drop at the switching region and, second, the conversion rate of the PB is considerably slower. It is important to note that, under these stringent conditions, the electrochromic display can be irreversibly damaged by the degradation of either the ATO core of the particles or the electrochromic coating.

![Figure 6.4](image)

**Figure 6.4:** Captures of the display at two different times under a constant applied current of 40 µA for different aqueous electrolyte conductivities and thicknesses: (i) $\sigma_1 = 1.6 \text{ S m}^{-1}$, 2 mm; (ii) $\sigma_1 = 0.16 \text{ S m}^{-1}$, 2 mm; (iii) $\sigma_1 = 1.6 \text{ S m}^{-1}$, 0.1 mm; (iv) $\sigma_1 = 0.16 \text{ S m}^{-1}$, 0.1 mm.

The galvanostatic experiments of Figure 6.4 show that an electrolyte with intermediate properties between the two limit cases (‘i’ and ‘iv’) may lead to an optimum performance of the display, i.e. fast and clear colour conversions. When considering possible electrolytes that fulfill this, two important things must be taken into account. On the one hand, it is necessary to control the deposition of the electrolyte on the device since, as shown above, the thickness of the layer plays a key role on its performance, leading to considerable variations in rate and clearness of colour conversions. On the other hand, it is desirable that the final device is able to measure any kind of sample, regardless of its colour or the presence of substances that may interfere with the electrochromic display, i.e. sample and display should be physically separated. For this, ionic liquid-based gel polymer electrolytes may represent an interesting alternative to conventional aqueous electrolytes as they are capable of displaying relatively high ionic conductivities, and, at the same time, they can be screen-printed as any other paste, which allows to control the thickness of the material used. Moreover, given the organic nature of most common gel polymer electrolytes, a separation barrier between sample and display is formed, allowing the exchange of ions between the two phases without being mixed.
6.3.2 Gel polymer electrolyte characterization

Solid-state electrolytes display certain advantages over conventional liquid electrolytes that make them a suitable option for printed electrochromic devices. These advantages include the outstanding mechanical stability, a simple fabrication and assembly of the devices, or the protection against possible leakages of toxic chemical components present in them. Among the different types of solid-state electrolytes, gel polymer electrolytes stand out above the others because of their relatively high conductivities. Particularly, ionic liquid-based gel polymer electrolytes display high ionic conductivities, besides other features such as nonvolatility and wide potential windows. A suitable gel polymer electrolyte for electrochromic displays must show high ionic conductivity and high mechanical stability, in addition to a high degree of transmissivity. Moreover, the formulated electrolyte must possess rheologic properties adequate for the printing process at hand.

The formulated gel polymer consisted of a mixture of three components: an ionic liquid, EMIM-Tf, that served as ionic charge carrier, potassium triflate, as the source of potassium required by the Prussian Blue in order to keep its reversibility, and a fluoropolymer, PVDF, that was used as a gelling agent to provide consistency to the electrolyte in the form of a flexible and transparent gel where the other components of the mixture are embedded.

The physicochemical properties of the polymer electrolyte were studied. First, its ionic conductivity was estimated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at room
temperature using 10x10 μm interdigitated electrodes (IDEs). For this, 10 μL of the polymer electrolyte were cast on the surface of the IDEs and let to dry, and the AC impedance response was registered. For the mathematical simulation of the impedimetric response, an equivalent circuit consisting of a constant phase element (CPE) representing the electrode/electrolyte interface in series with a resistance (Rs) representing electrolyte resistance was considered. As seen in Figure 6.6A, experimental and simulated data show an excellent fit, validating the implemented equivalent circuit. The magnitude of the electrolyte resistance was obtained from the Bode plot of Figure 6.6A at high frequencies, where the main contribution to the registered impedance values are due to the electrolyte resistance. The obtained values for the resistance were interpolated with those obtained with the same IDE in each case in aqueous KCl solutions of different conductivities, and an electrolyte conductivity of 0.4 ± 0.1 S m⁻¹ was calculated.

The chemical composition of the gel polymer electrolyte not only provides a high ionic conductivity, but also, due to the low vapor pressure of ionic liquids, this conductivity presents a remarkable stability in time as seen in Figure 6.6B, something that must be taken into account when fabricating solid state electrochromic devices.

It is important that the selected electrolyte shows a wide electrochemical window, that is, the different components of the electrolyte do not undergo any electrochemical process for a wide range of potentials. This is the case for the present ionic liquid gel polymer electrolyte. Figure 6.7A shows cyclic voltammograms for the gel polymer electrolyte and for the aqueous supporting electrolyte using the carbon electrodes of Figure 6.1B. As seen, both electrolytes display a wide potential window of roughly 3 V, and none of them show any redox activity in the range of 0 to 0.5 V vs Ag/Ag⁺, where the PB/PW system

![Figure 6.6](image-url)
As explained above, a very important characteristic that a suitable electrolyte must have for its use in electrochromic devices/sensors is a high optical transmissivity. The use of an ionic liquid in the formulation of the polymer electrolyte not only provides the required ionic conductivity, but it also confers the resulting gel the optical transparency sought in this case. Figure 6.7B shows the wavelength spectrum obtained on a PET substrate in a UV-vis reflectance mode for a printed layer of the gel polymer of roughly 10 µm. As observed, no significant amount of light is absorbed in the visible region, obtaining transmission values higher than 90%.

Last, the electrochemical performance of the Prussian Blue paste was evaluated under the use of the gel polymer electrolyte. For this, cyclic voltammograms were recorded with the PB-SPEs of Figure 6.1A using the aqueous and gel polymer electrolytes. As seen in Figure 6.8, a shift in the position of the voltammograms appears due to the different anions present in each electrolyte, modifying the behaviour of the pseudo-reference Ag/Ag⁺ electrode. Also, peak currents decrease when using the polymer electrolyte since the diffusion coefficient of potassium is affected by the composition of the solution, as predicted by the Randles-Ševčik equation. Regardless of this, the electrochemical performance of the electrochromic material with a polymer electrolyte was still remarkable.

### 6.3.3 Fully printed self-powered sensor

Once the suitability of the gel polymer electrolyte was assessed, the fully-printed electrochromic device was assembled and tested in the determination of glucose. First the amperometric response of the glucose biosensor was evaluated. Next, the electrochromic
display was connected to the biosensor, and the electrochemical performance of the self-powered system was studied. Last, the electrochromic sensor was used for the determination of glucose in buffered standard solutions and in human blood. In all cases, the behaviour of the system with a printed electrolyte was compared to that of the system with an aqueous electrolyte.

**Amperometric glucose biosensor**

The glucose biosensor used in Chapter 3 was modified in order to achieve a system with a much higher degree of stability but maintaining a similar performance in terms of dynamic range, current densities and working potential. The redox mediator TMPD was replaced by an osmium-based redox polymer. In this polymer, a low redox potential osmium complex is chemically attached to the chains of a water insoluble organic polymer, PVI, which prevents its leakage to the solution. Moreover, the glucose oxidase enzyme was “wired” to the redox polymer using a cross-linker, thus increasing its stability and preventing also its leakage.\(^{21,31}\)

The performance of this biosensor was evaluated by chronoamperometry using the carbon SPEs of Figure 6.1B. The working electrode was poised at a fix potential of 0.3 V vs Ag/Ag\(^+\) that ensured a complete oxidation of the osmium centers in the redox polymer as observed in Figure 6.9A. The electric current registered was measured for 120 seconds and plotted against the glucose concentration of different standard solutions prepared in supporting electrolyte as seen in the Michaelis-Menten plot in Figure 6.9B. As
observed, the biosensor displays high current densities, and a linear behaviour is obtained in the range from 1 to 10 mM of glucose. For higher concentrations, the biosensor slowly saturates, and a slight deviation from the linear behaviour appears.

Last, the stability of the biosensor was evaluated. For this, the amperometric response of the biosensor in a 10 mM glucose solution was registered. Measurements were carried out for a time period of 9 days in separate intervals. Each electrode used in the calibration curves of Figure 6.9B was rinsed with deionized water, dried, and kept at 4°C in darkness before each measurement (Figure 6.9C). During the first 24 hours after the electrode modification, the activity of the biosensor remained essentially unaltered. A decrease in its activity was observed, in line with previous works reporting on the use of a similar biosensor composition. After 48 hours the biosensor tends to stabilize at roughly 60% of its initial activity.

![Figure 6.9](image)

**Figure 6.9:** (A) Cyclic voltammograms of the osmium redox polymer in the absence (black line) and in the presence (dotted line) of 10 mM glucose. Scan rate of 5 mV s$^{-1}$. (B) Amperometric calibration curve of the biosensor for different glucose concentrations. (C) Plot of the stability of the biosensor for a 10 mM glucose solution for a time period of 9 days. Error bars represent the standard deviation of n=4 electrodes.

**Self-powered system**

The feasibility of an electrochemical system to work as a galvanic cell can be estimated by looking at the cyclic voltammograms of the electroactive species involved. Figure 6.10 shows cyclic voltammograms recorded for the osmium redox polymer at the anode and for the Prussian Blue at the cathode. The onset potential of the PB reduction at the cathode is observed at 0.3 V vs Ag/Ag$^+$, while the oxidation of the osmium redox polymer is observed at 0.1 V vs Ag/Ag$^+$, which leads to cell voltages of roughly 0.2 V. Note that the cell voltage obtained for the present species tends to be rather low compared to current state of the art enzymatic fuel cells. This limits the device performance, particularly in systems with relatively high internal resistance. However, the fuel cell presented in this chapter represents a limit case where the formal potentials of the electroactive species are very close. The substitution of either the redox mediator or the electrochromic species, or even both, for others with lower and higher formal potentials respectively, would lead to higher cell voltages, and thus to an improvement in the overall system performance.
The behaviour of the self-powered system was studied with both electrolytes using glucose solutions of different concentrations. The Prussian Blue cathode was connected to the sensing anode, thus initiating the enzymatic reaction. Figure 6.11 shows the polarization and power curves corresponding to the systems with an aqueous electrolyte (‘A’ and ‘B’) and with a gel polymer electrolyte (‘C’ and ‘D’). The first thing to notice is that, in contrast to the self-powered system shown in Chapter 3, the electrochromic cathode does not limit the enzymatic reaction at the anode, as the amount of charge available in the printed display is much higher than that in the electrodeposited one. Also, a progressive increase in the current and power output is observed as the amount of analyte is increased, reaching maximum values at 10 — 15 mM, in agreement with the Michaelis-Menten plot in Figure 6.9B. The lower internal resistance in the aqueous system is observed when the maximum current output of both systems is compared. While the cell with an aqueous electrolyte reaches a maximum current density of roughly 60 µA cm$^{-2}$ at 20 mM of glucose, the system with the gel polymer electrolyte is only capable of achieving 35 µA cm$^{-2}$, almost half of that generated by the aqueous electrolyte.

Last, anode and cathode were connected, and the progressive conversion of the Prussian Blue in the display into its reduced form by action of the enzymatic activity was registered. The transition from an electrodeposited to a printed display with a higher amount of electrochromic material, as well as the change in the redox mediator to one with a higher formal potential (TMPD vs Os-PVI$_{15}$), makes it necessary to extend the measuring time from the 30 seconds of experiments in Chapter 3 to 90 seconds, to see similar degrees of conversion in the display. In addition, the shift from an aqueous to a gel polymer electrolyte with higher internal resistance, further increases the measuring time up to 5 minutes, since the conversion rate of the display is markedly slower.

**Figure 6.10:** Cyclic voltammograms of the electroactive species at the anode, Os-PVI$_{15}$ (red line), and at the cathode, PB (blue line). Scan rate of 5 mV s$^{-1}$. 

![Cyclic voltammograms](image-url)
It was observed that the concentration of PVDF and ionic liquid in the paste, and thus the thickness of the printed layer, was a critical parameter to the performance of the device. For this, the amount of solvent, acetone, was reduced to a minimum, compared to other gel polymer electrolytes with similar chemical compositions, which allowed to print thicker layers of material, leading to a substantial decrease in the measuring time from 20 to 5 minutes. This indicates that an improved formulation of the polymer electrolyte, or optimized printing parameters such as the snap-off distance or the screen mesh density could lead to an improved performance of the device, reducing the measuring time even further. Also, as mentioned above, the substitution of the electroactive species at both electrodes by others that generate higher cell voltages would lead to similar results.

Figure 6.12 shows images taken 90 seconds and 5 minutes after the connection of the electrodes for the aqueous and gel polymer electrolyte, respectively. The points in the calibration curves (Figures 6.12) represent the position of the colour front estimated from the images captured. A clear correlation between the distance converted and the concentration of glucose is observed in both systems. As mentioned above, one important advantage of using a printed gel polymer electrolyte instead of the conventional aqueous

![Figure 6.11](image-url)

**Figure 6.11:** Polarization and corresponding power curves obtained for the self-powered device for different glucose concentrations using an aqueous supporting (A and B) or gel polymer (C and D) electrolyte. Scan rate of 1 mV s⁻¹.
supporting electrolyte is the possibility of separating the sample from the electrochromic display, which allows to measure coloured samples that otherwise would mask the conversion of Prussian Blue into Prussian White, as well as to prevent the action of electroactive interferents on the display. To test this, human blood samples were collected from a volunteer’s thumb using safety lancets. Between 10 and 20 µL were extracted and placed on top of the biosensing anode, and the system was connected. As shown in Figure 6.12, the electrochromic display reaches a distance conversion slightly higher than that of the 2.5 mM glucose standard, in agreement with the measured concentration of 2.8 mM obtained using a commercial glucose meter (CardioCheck, Novalab, ES).

![Image captures of the evolution of the electrochromic display after 90 s (A), and after 5 min (C) of connection of the system for different glucose concentrations prepared in supporting electrolyte, and for a human blood sample. (C) Calibration plot of the distance converted of the display obtained from 'A'. (D) Calibration plot of the distance converted from 'C'. Error bars represent the standard deviation for n=3 devices.](image)

It is interesting to note that, while the device with the gel polymer electrolyte requires roughly 5 minutes to obtain a similar degree of colour conversion compared to the device with the aqueous electrolyte, the possibility of having a better control on the thickness of the electrolyte that covers the electrodes, and thus the internal resistance of the cell, leads to a significant improvement in the repeatability of the measurements with different devices, as inferred from the size of the error bars, which are shorter.
Moreover, the colour conversion of the electrochromic display under the two electrolytes was compared when the system was connected using a 10 mM glucose solution. Figure 6.13 shows the percentage of the red values extracted from the RGB plots of both cases (see Annex 2). As observed, the plot of the colour switch in the case of the gel polymer electrolyte displays a steeper slope than that of the aqueous electrolyte. The thin printed layer of gel polymer, and its lower ionic conductivity lead to a higher internal resistance, which translates into a better defined switch, as explained in Chapter 4.

![Figure 6.13: Colour profiles of the PB display obtained with ImageJ software for the self-powered experiment with a 15 mM glucose solution under the use of the two electrolytes: aqueous (black line), and gel polymer (red line).](image)

### 6.4 Conclusions

This chapter has shown the evolution from an electrochromic sensor that relied on the use of an electrodeposited display on a transparent electrode to a device where the electrochromic display is printed using an ATO-based Prussian Blue paste. The behaviour of the printed device was evaluated under the use of a conventional aqueous electrolyte and under the use of a printed ionic liquid-base gel polymer electrolyte.

The use of a printable gel polymer as electrolyte allows the separation of the sample from the display, avoiding the effects of possible interfering substances. Moreover, since the sample does not contact the display, it is possible to measure coloured samples that would otherwise mask the colour changes at the PB cathode. The thin printed layer of electrolyte results in a high internal resistance, which increases the measuring time. However, a more clear colour switch is achieved, facilitating the readout of the display.

The fabrication of a solid state electrochromic sensor entirely by screen-printing can
lead to extremely cost effective devices including skin patches, contact lenses, and other non-invasive and easy to use wearables.\textsuperscript{35–37}
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Conclusions and outlook

This final chapter summarizes the principal conclusions of this dissertation. In addition, possible future directions are discussed, including device modifications that can lead to performance improvements.
7.1 Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis describes the development of self-powered glucose biosensors that use an electrochromic material as power source and as information display. The application of “coplanar” electrochromic displays in sensing has been described, studied, and characterized in detail, and a fully printed electrochromic sensing device has been presented. The specific results of this thesis are summarized as follows:

- **A self-powered electrochromic glucose biosensor was developed.** The combination of an electrochromic Prussian Blue display with a glucose biosensor allows to have a self-powered analytical device. The modification of the conventional “sandwich” configuration of most electrochromic devices for a “coplanar” architecture provides a quantitative readout of the analyte concentration at the display in the form of a metering bar.

- **Numerical simulations were used to understand the underlying behaviour of the system.** As the next step after the demonstration of the proof of concept of electrochromic self-powered sensors, the theoretical basis of these type of sensors were established. The combination of a software based on finite element methods with experimental data allowed the development of a reliable model that was used not only to have a complete understanding of the device, but also as a design tool for future electrochromic devices.

- **Two electrochromic Prussian Blue screen-printing pastes were formulated.** The coating of conducting tin oxide particles with Prussian Blue allows enables the manufacture of electrochromic screen-printing pastes that were used to fabricate electrodes with a high spectroelectrochemical performance. The use of these pastes to construct Prussian Blue electrodes removes the need for transparent electrodes, facilitating the mass production of electrochromic devices.

- **A fully printed self-powered electrochromic sensor was fabricated.** The substitution of the electrodeposited display on a transparent electrode by an electrochromic paste led to simplification of the electrochromic sensor construction. Moreover, an ionic liquid-based gel polymer printed on top of the display can be used as electrolyte, leading to a truly fully printed analytical device. The transition from the initial prototype to the final printed device brings about certain changes on the analytical performance observed. Figure 7.1 summarizes the most important aspects related to this performance.
### Schematic Summary of Electrochromic Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display</th>
<th>PB electrodeposited on ITO-Glass</th>
<th>Screen-printed PB on Au</th>
<th>Screen-printed PB on Au</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td>Aqueous</td>
<td>Aqueous</td>
<td>Ionic liquid gel polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample type</td>
<td>Colourless</td>
<td>Colourless</td>
<td>Coloured/colourless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>90 s</td>
<td>300 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display affected</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by interferents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.1**: Schematic summary of the electrochromic devices developed in this thesis.
7.2 Outlook

The devices presented in this thesis allow to develop self-powered sensors in which an electrochromic display, that also acts as a power source, is capable of providing a naked eye quantitative readout of the concentration of the analyte in the sample in the form of a metering bar. As explained previously, the readout of the converted distance of the electrochromic display is done after a fixed time. Part of the current and future work aims at finding possible ways to overcome this time-dependence, but also aims at regenerating the electrochromic display after each measurement, so that real-time measurements are enabled.

Since Prussian Blue undergoes a reversible redox reaction, one way to achieve a more dynamic device is to couple a second enzymatic system opposite to the glucose biosensor. This second electrode would also be connected to the electrochromic display, leading to a system with two electrochemical cells, as depicted in Figure 7.2, and differing from the conventional bipolar architectures where the electrochromic display is “floating” between the other two electrodes. The second enzymatic reaction would oxidize the Prussian White formed by the glucose reaction back to Prussian Blue. A suitable enzymatic reaction could be the reduction of oxygen (Figure 7.2).

![Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the two enzymatic biosensors connected to the electrochromic display.](image)

In the field of enzymatic fuel cells, so-called “air-breathing cathodes” are widely spread. These utilize the oxygen in the air to trigger the enzymatic reaction at the anode at higher rates. Air-breathing cathodes not only allow to have a system where the oxygen is present in a larger concentration than in an aqueous system, but they also display a constant enzymatic rate as the amount of oxygen in the surroundings of the electrode remains essentially constant. These air-breathing cathodes normally rely on the use of an enzyme such as bilirubin oxidase (BOD), and a redox polymer mediator similar to the Os-PVI used in Chapter 5, but in this case, with a higher formal potential.

If the two enzymatic reactions are simultaneously connected to the electrochromic display, the resulting device would be a combination of two electrochemical cells, with the following redox systems:
At the glucose biosensor (anode):

\[ \text{Med}_1^+ + e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Med}_1 \]

\[ E_{\text{Med}_1^+/\text{Med}_1}^{0'} < E_{PB/PW}^{0'} \]

at the oxygen sensor (cathode):

\[ \text{Med}_2^+ + e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Med}_2 \]

\[ E_{\text{Med}_2^+/\text{Med}_2}^{0'} > E_{PB/PW}^{0'} \]

and at the electrochromic display (bipolar electrode):

\[ \text{PB} + e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{PW} \]

\[ E_{PB/PW}^{0'} = 0.15 \text{ V vs Ag/AgCl (3M KCl)} \]

where \( \text{Med}_1 \) represents a low-potential redox mediator, and \( M_2 \) a high-potential redox mediator. The first cell (eq. 7.1 and eq. 7.3) is similar to that explained throughout this thesis where the glucose biosensor acts as the anode, and the displays acts as the cathode. The second cell (eq. 7.2 and eq. 7.3) would comprise the oxygen biosensor acting as cathode, and the electrochromic display acting this time as the anode.

When the two electrochemical cells are simultaneously connected to the PB electrode, two opposed reactions take place at the display. On the one hand, the electric current generated by the glucose biosensor gradually converts Prussian Blue into Prussian White; and, on the other hand, the current flowing from the oxygen biosensor does the opposite, converting PW back into PB. This way, the conversion rate of both reactions will be equal at some point, and an equilibrium state will be reach in which the electrochromic display stops its motion. This behaviour was confirmed with mathematical simulations. For simplification, the oxygen biosensor was implemented with the same kinetic constants than that of the glucose biosensor in Chapter 4. The potentials of the redox mediators were shifted to -0.3 V for the case of \( \text{Med}_1 \) and to 0.5 V for the \( \text{Med}_2 \) to observe a better defined and faster colour switch. The concentration of glucose was set at 10 mM and that of oxygen was fixed inside the saturation range of the biosensor, at 15 mM, as seen in Figure 4.7. This concentration is much higher than the actual concentration of oxygen in air. However, the value of 15 mM was selected in agreement with the simulated biosensor. As shown in Figure 7.3, the advance of the colour conversion slowly decreases, and, after approximately 3 minutes, it eventually stops.

The use of an air-breathing cathode allows to observe a constant enzymatic reaction rate since the concentration of oxygen in air is relatively high and constant (non-limiting). However, the concentration of the analyte at the first biosensor, i.e. glucose, will vary depending on the sample, and thus the rate of the enzymatic reaction. This leads to different
rates of conversion at the electrochromic display. When the glucose loading is low, the dis-
tance advanced when the PB-PW systems reaches its equilibrium is shorter than when the
amount of glucose is higher, which can be used to obtain a calibration curve (Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.3: Plot of the derivative of the PB concentration at the surface of the display against the distance converted for increasing reaction times ranging from 15 to 210 seconds.

Figure 7.4: Calibration curve obtained for two-cell self-powered system. The measuring time was set at 180s.

Preliminary tests were carried out to experimentally validate this modelled system.
For this, a coplanar three-electrode device similar to that of Chapter 6 was used. A bipo-
tentiostat was used to apply constant fixed potentials of opposite sign from both unmod-
ified carbon electrodes to the PB electrode, thus simulating a two-cell system. Different
experiments were carried out keeping a positive potential of 1.6 V constant in all the mea-
surements to simulate the constant conversion rate due to the oxygen sensor, and the neg-
ative applied potential from the other electrode was varied to simulate the behaviour of
the glucose biosensor with samples of different concentrations. The absence of a charge
balance layer at the anode (glucose biosensor) and at the cathode (O₂ biosensor), makes it
necessary to apply higher potentials to observe the colour conversion. Figure 7.5 shows
image captures of the experiments with different applied potentials after 90 seconds. Af-
fter that time, the display reaches and equilibrium state, as predicted by the mathematical
simulations, and the motion of the colour front stops. As observed, the amount of PB
converted to PW is related to the applied potential, indicating that a direct correlation
between the converted distance and the amount of glucose in the sample may be possible.

![Figure 7.5: Potentiometric experiments carried out in an aqueous supporting electrolyte. Two electric poten-
tials of different sign were applied simultaneously from each of the unmodified carbon electrodes. PB
display was used both as auxiliary and reference electrode](image)

The experiments as well as the mathematical simulations show that the use of a sec-
ond coplanar biosensor can be a promising tool not only to regenerate the electrochromic
display after each measurement, but also to obtain a real-time readout of the analyte con-
centration, which eventually allows to have a self-powered instrumentation-less device for
continuous monitoring of analytes.
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Annex 1: Analysis of grey scale colour profiles

In the colorimetric experiments of Chapter 3, the colour change of the electrodeposited Prussian Blue layer was analyzed, and images were taken after a fixed time of 30 seconds. Image processing software ImageJ was used to obtain colour profiles of the captured images, which allowed to determine more accurately the length of the PB strip affected by the colour change. The obtained images were transformed into a grey colour scale, and a profile of the white colour intensity along the electrochromic display was extracted, as seen in Figure 7.6. The position of the colour front was determined by the intercept of the two straight lines fitting the region where the discolouration begins and the baseline region where no discolouration is observed (Figure 7.6).

![Figure 7.6: Colour profile from a captured image of the display for a constant applied current of 16 µA.](image)
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Annex 2: RGB scale analysis

According to the RGB colour model, the colours observed in the visible spectra result from the composition of the primary colours red, green, and blue. In this model, any given colour can be described by the sum of three values, corresponding to the colour intensities of each primary colour (Figure 7.7A), in a scale ranging from 0 to 255. Thus, any colour is defined by the values of the RGB components separately, as depicted in Figure 7.7B.

As inferred from Figure 7.7, the switch from the blue colour of Prussian Blue to the colourles/white colour of Prussian White, occurs by a variation in the red and green components, while the blue component remains essentially unaltered.

The conventional image analysis provides one measurement value in the grey scale, as those used in Chapter 3. An increase in the sensitivity of the analysis can be achieved by separating the three RGB components of the image and analyzing only one of them. The observed blue colour of the electrochromic displays is mainly due to the blue and green components of the RGB spectrum, while the white colour of the switched display is due to all three components. This means that the analysis of the red component should bring about the highest degree of sensitivity. Indeed, this was observed when analyzing the electrochromic displays in Chapter 6. Figure 7.8 shows the grey and RGB profiles of an
image of an actual device along a straight line. In both cases, the minimum and maximum values of 0 and 255 represent the black and white colour, corresponding to the carbon electrodes and the PET substrate, respectively. By looking at the profiles in the region of the display, it can be observed a slope corresponding to the colour conversion of Prussian Blue. Since the blue component of both PB and PW remains unaltered, a plain profile is observed. A slight conversion in the green component can be seen on its profile, very similar to the conversion in the grey scale of Figure 7.8A. However, the red component is the most sensitive of the three, leading to a remarkable conversion at the display. This implies that, to improve the sensitivity of the analysis, it is highly recommended to do it based on the evolution of the red component of the colour. Nevertheless, an analysis based on the grey scale may also be suitable, as demonstrated in the grey scale profiles of Chapter 3.

Figure 7.8: Image of an actual display during a glucose measurement. (A) Grey scale profile. (B) RGB scale profiles showing the values for the corresponding component: R (red line), G (green line), and B (blue line).
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